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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a liquid discharge head for discharging a desired liquid by generation of
bubbles formed by applying thermal energy to the liquid, and a head cartridge and a liquid discharge apparatus that
employ such a liquid discharge head. In particular, the present invention relates to a liquid discharge head comprising
a movable member that is displaced (moved) by utilizing bubble generation, a head cartridge and a liquid discharge
apparatus employing such a liquid discharge head.
[0002] In addition, the present invention can be applied for an apparatus such as a printer that performs recording
on a recording medium such as paper, thread, fiber, fabric, leather, metal, plastic, glass, wood or ceramics, a copy
machine, a facsimile machine that has a communication system, and a word processor having a printing unit and for
an industrial recording apparatus compositely combined with various processing apparatuses.
[0003] The "recording" in this invention involves not only the transfer of a meaningful image, such as a character or
a graphic figure, to a recording medium, but also the transfer of a meaningless image, such as a pattern.

Related Background Art

[0004] The ink-jet recording method is well known as the so-called bubble-jet recording method which comprises
applying thermal energy to ink, to generate a conditional change in the ink, which is accompanied by a drastic volume
change (the generation of bubbles), discharging the ink through a discharge opening, by the energy generated due to
the conditional change, and landing the ink on the surface of a recording medium to form an image. As is disclosed in
USP 4,723,129, a recording apparatus employing the bubble-jet recording method generally comprises a discharge
opening through which ink is discharged, an ink flow path that communicates with the discharge opening, and an
electro-thermal converting member that serves as energy generation means for discharging the ink in the ink flow path.
[0005] By employing this recording method, an image having a high quality can be recorded rapidly, with reduced
noise, and in a head for discharging ink discharge openings can be arranged at a high density. For these reasons, this
recording method has proven to be superior, in that when it is employed, high resolution images, and even color images
can be easily produced by compact devices. As a result, the bubble-jet recording method has recently come to be
employed in various types of office equipment, such as printers, copy machines and facsimile machines, and also in
industrial system equipment, such as textile printing machines.
[0006] As the bubble-jet technique has come to be used for products in a number of different fields, there has been
an increase in various demands such as the following.
[0007] As an example, there is the demand that energy efficiency be enhanced, and the demand is solved by the
optimization of the function of a heat generating member i.e., the adjustment of the thickness of a protective film, that
effectively improves the efficiency for the transmission of generated heat to liquid.
[0008] In addition, to acquire high quality images, proposed are driving conditions that will provide a liquid discharge
method, based on the stable generation of bubbles, whereby ink can be preferably discharged at a high speed. Further,
from a viewpoint of high rapid recording, proposed are liquid discharge heads having improved flow path shapes that
will provide for the high speed refilling of flow paths after the discharge of liquid.
[0009] Of such flow paths, the flow path structure shown in Figs. 42A and 42B is described in Japanese Patent
Application Laid-open No. 63-199972. The flow path structure and the head manufacturing method, which are described
in this application, are provided by focusing on a backflow wave that occurs in association with the generation of bubbles
(the pressure directed in a direction opposite to the direction of a discharge opening, i.e., pressure applied in the
direction of a liquid chamber 1012). The energy used to produce this backflow wave is considered to be a lost energy,
since the energy is not directed, in the discharge direction.
[0010] The invention shown in Figs. 42A and 42B discloses a valve 1010, which is separated from a bubble-gener-
ating region that is defined by a heat-generating member 1002, and which is positioned opposite to a discharge opening
1011 with the heat-generating member 1002 positioned between them.
[0011] In Fig. 42B, the valve 1010 is initially positioned such that it is attached to the ceiling of a flow path 1003, and
it is bent down into the flow path 1003 when bubbles are generated. This invention discloses that the backflow wave
is partially controlled by the valve 1010 to restrict energy loss.
[0012] However, as is apparent in the above arrangement, when bubbles are generated in the flow path 1003 for
holding liquid to be discharged, the partial restriction of a backflow wave by the valve 1010 is not practical in the
discharge of the liquid.
[0013] The backflow wave is not directly related to the discharge of the liquid. When the backflow wave occurs in
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the flow path 1003, as is shown in Fig. 42A, the bubble pressure that directly affects the discharge has already enabled
the liquid to be discharged from the flow path 1003. Therefore, apparently, even when a part of the backflow wave is
restricted, this has not great effect on the discharge of the liquid.
[0014] In the above conventional liquid discharge head, however, since heating is repeated while the heat-generating
member is in contact with ink, precipitate due to ink scorching is deposited on the surface of the heat-generating
member. Depending on the ink type, more precipitate is generated and deposited, which can result in unstable bubble
generation and make the preferable discharge of ink difficult. In particular, since driving frequencies have been in-
creased in accordance with recent requests that recording speeds be further increased, multiple discharge openings
have been provided and print heads have been elongated, it is difficult to smoothly, uniformly and stably effect the
rapid refilling of a flow path with ink in the direction of a discharge opening. As a result, the recording quality has also
been deteriorated.
[0015] In addition, preferable ink discharge is difficult when a liquid to be discharged is easily deteriorated by heat
or when sufficient bubbles can not be generated in a liquid to be discharged.
[0016] European Patent Application No. 0436047 describes a liquid jet recording head for an ink jet printer, the head
having closure valves that permit liquid to flow only in a direction towards the outlet nozzle.
[0017] In detail, document EP-A-0 436 047 discloses
a liquid discharge head comprising:

a plurality of ink channels each consisting of three consecutive liquid flow paths;
each one of the plurality of first liquid flow paths communicating with a respective discharge opening for discharging
liquid;
each of the second liquid flow paths being associated with a respective bubble-generating region in which bubbles
are generated in the liquid by heating the liquid;
a plurality of movable members each located between a respective one of the first liquid flow paths and a corre-
sponding one of the bubble-generating regions, each of the movable members being operable to move toward the
respective first liquid flow path in response to pressure exerted by bubble generation in the corresponding bubble-
generating region to direct the pressure toward the respective discharge opening;

wherein the plurality of first liquid flow paths communicate via the plurality of second and third liquid flow paths with a
common liquid chamber.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0018] To solve the problems of the prior art as described above, an embodiment of the present invention provides
a liquid discharge head, in which uniform and stable refilling can be performed even though the head is elongated, and
in which the free degree of an ink to be discharged can be broadened while improving the efficiency of the liquid
discharge, and provides a recovery method and a manufacturing method for such a liquid discharge head and a liquid
discharge apparatus that employs such a liquid discharge head.
[0019] According to the present invention, there is provided a liquid discharge head comprising:

a plurality of first liquid flow paths each communicating with a respective discharge opening for discharging liquid;
at Least one second liquids flow path associated with a plurality of bubble-generating regions in which, in use,
bubbles are generated in the liquid by heating the liquid; and
a plurality of movable members each located between a respective one of said first Liquid flow paths and a cor-
responding one of said bubble-generating regions, each of said movable members being operable to move toward
the respective first liquid flow path in response to pressure exerted by bubble generation in said corresponding
bubble-generating region to direct the pressure toward said respective discharge opening,

wherein said plurality of first liquid flow paths communicate with a common liquid chamber, and the ink discharge
head further comprises a first supply path for supplying liquid to the liquid chamber through a plurality of first supply
ports.
[0020] The second flow path is further preferably provided in plural. In addition, a second liquid chamber which
communicates with the plurality of the second flow paths in common, and a second supply path for supplying the liquid
to the second liquid chamber are preferably provided.
[0021] A heat-generating member for generating heat is preferably provided corresponding to the bubble-generating
region of the second flow paths.
[0022] The heat-generating member is preferably provided in a device substrate (member-supporting substrate).
[0023] Preferably, a support member for supporting the device substrate is further provided.
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[0024] Preferably, the first supply path and the second supply path are integrally formed.
[0025] The thermal expansion coefficient of a member for forming the second supply path is preferably almost equal
to the thermal expansion coefficient of the support member.
[0026] A member for forming the first supply path is preferably made of stainless steel.
[0027] The support member is preferably composed of aluminum.
[0028] Preferably, a plurality of the device substrates are provided on the support member, and a separate wall on
which the movable member is formed extends over the plurality of device substrates.
[0029] Preferably, a plurality of the device substrates are provided on the support member, and a separate wall
having the movable member is provided in plural each corresponding to the plurality of device substrates.
[0030] The plurality of the first supply ports preferably communicate with the first liquid chamber near both ends of
the first liquid chamber.
[0031] In addition, preferably, the device substrate is provided in plural, and the first supply path, which has a pipe
shape, is provided over the plurality of device substrates, and along the first supply path, a liquid to be discharged is
supplied to the first liquid flow path of each of the device substrates.
[0032] The second supply path has a pipe shape and is provided over the plurality of device substrates, and along
the second supply path, a bubble generation liquid is supplied to the second liquid flow paths of the device substrates.
[0033] The second flow path preferably ends at the location of the free end of the movable member, opposite to the
side on which the second flow path communicates with the second supply path.
[0034] The second flow path preferably ends at the location of a lower portion of the movable member, opposite to
the side on which the second flow path communicates with the second supply path.
[0035] A method for recovering the liquid discharge head comprises the steps of:

supplying liquid to the second supply path while both ends of the first supply path are closed;
applying pressure to the second supply path from both ends thereof while both of the ends of the first supply path
are closed;
supplying the liquid to the first supply path while both ends of the second supply path are closed; and
applying pressure to the first supply path from both ends thereof while both of the ends of the second supply path
are closed, whereby recoveries for the first supply path and the second supply path are performed.

[0036] Further, a liquid discharge apparatus comprises the liquid discharge head and driving signal supply means
for supplying a driving signal for discharging (or ejecting) liquid from the liquid discharge head.
[0037] In addition, a liquid discharge apparatus comprises the liquid discharge head and recording medium transfer
means for transferring a recording medium onto which liquid is discharged (or ejected) from the liquid discharge head.
[0038] Recording is performed by ejecting ink from the liquid discharge head and landing the ink on a recording sheet.
[0039] Recording is performed by ejecting ink from the liquid discharge head and landing the ink on a fabric.
[0040] Recording is performed by ejecting ink from the liquid discharge head and landing the ink on plastic.
[0041] Recording is performed by ejecting ink from the liquid discharge head and landing the ink on a metal.
[0042] Recording is performed by ejecting ink from the liquid discharge head and landing the ink on wood.
[0043] Recording is performed by ejecting ink from the liquid discharge head and landing the ink on a leather.
[0044] Color recording is performed by ejecting a plurality of color liquids from the liquid discharge head and by
landing the plurality of color liquid on a recording medium.
[0045] A plurality of discharge openings are preferably arranged so that they can cover all of a region on a recording
medium in which recording is permitted.
[0046] According to the thus structure of the present invention, the liquid to be discharged is introduced from the first
liquid chamber to a discharge opening via the first supply path and the first flow path, and the bubble generation liquid
is introduced from the second liquid chamber via the second supply path and the second liquid flow path to the bubble-
generating region that is formed on the heat-generating member. Since the liquid to be discharged and the bubble
generation liquid are separated, the liquid to be discharged is not brought into contact with the heat-generating member.
Therefore, when liquid that is easily damaged by heat is to be discharged, no precipitate due to burning is deposited
on the heat-generating member.
[0047] Thus, even with an elongated head, rapid refilling can be effected uniformly and stably.
[0048] For the integral formation of the first and the second supply paths in a pipe shape, a conventional manufac-
turing method can be employed, even when a liquid discharge head is an elongated type and a plurality of device
substrates are provided.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0049]

Figs. 1A, 1B, 1C and 1D are specific cross-sectional views of a liquid discharge head;
Fig. 2 is a partially cutaway perspective view of the liquid discharge head shown in Figures 1A to 1D;
Fig. 3 is a specific diagram showing transmission of pressure from a bubble in a conventional liquid discharge head;
Fig. 4 is a specific diagram showing transmission of pressure from a bubble formed in the liquid discharge head
shown in Figures 1A to 1D;
Fig. 5 is a specific diagram for explaining the flow of liquid in the liquid discharge head shown in Figures 1A to 1D;
Fig. 6 is a partially cutaway perspective view of an alternative liquid discharge head;
Fig. 7 is a partially cutaway perspective view of a second alternative liquid discharge head;
Fig. 8 is a cross-sectional view of a third alternative liquid discharge head
Figs. 9A, 9B and 9C are specific cross-sectional views of a fourth alternative liquid discharge head;
Fig. 10 is a cross-sectional view of a fifth alternative liquid discharge head (dual flow paths);
Fig. 11 is a partially cutaway perspective view of the liquid discharge head shown in Figure 10:
Figs. 12A and 12B are diagrams for explaining the movement of a movable member;
Fig. 13 is a diagram for explaining the structure of the movable member and the first flow path;
Figs. 14A, 14B and 14C are diagrams for explaining the structures of the movable member and the flow path;
Figs. 15A, 15B and 15C are diagrams for explaining another shape of the movable member;
Fig. 16 is a graph showing the relationship between the area of a heat-generating member and a discharged ink
quantity;
Figs. 17A and 17B are diagrams each showing the positional relationship between a movable member and a heat-
generating member;
Fig. 18 is a graph showing the relationship between a distance from the edge of the heat-generating member and
a fulcrum, and a movement distance for a movable member;
Fig. 19 is a diagram for explaining the positional relationship between the heat-generating element and the movable
member;
Figs. 20A and 20B are vertical cross-sectional views of a liquid discharge head:
Fig. 21 is a specific diagram illustrating the shape of a driving pulse;
Fig. 22 is a cross-sectional view for explaining a supply path in an exemplary liquid discharge head;
Fig. 23 is an exploded perspective view of an exemplary liquid discharge head;
Figs. 24A, 24B, 24C, 24D and 24E are diagrams showing the steps for explaining a method for manufacturing a
liquid discharge head;
Figs. 25A, 25B, 25C and 25D are diagrams showing the steps for explaining another method for manufacturing a
liquid discharge head;
Figs. 26A, 26B, 26C and 26D are diagrams for explaining a further method for manufacturing a liquid discharge
head;
Fig. 27 is an exploded perspective view of a liquid discharge head cartridge;
Fig. 28 is a schematic diagram illustrating the structure of a liquid discharge apparatus;
Fig. 29 is a block diagram illustrating the apparatus;
Fig. 30 is a diagram illustrating a liquid discharge recording system;
Fig. 31 is a specific diagram showing a head kit;
Figs. 32A and 32B are cross-sectional views of the main portion of a first embodiment of the liquid discharge head
according to the present invention;
Figs. 33A and 33B are perspective views of the structures for a second supply path in Figs. 32A and 32B, with
Fig. 33A showing the second supply path provided for each second liquid flow path, and with Fig. 33B showing
an integrally formed partition wall and two second supply path provided only for the right and left sides;
Figs. 34A and 34B are rear views of a first and a second supply paths in Figs. 32A and 32B, with Fig. 34A showing
the second supply path provided for each second liquid flow path, and with Fig. 34B showing an integrally formed
partition wall and two second supply path provided only for the right and left sides;
Fig. 35 is a perspective view of a liquid discharge head according to the present invention in which a partition wall
is formed integrally and two second supply path is provided only for the right and left sides;
Fig. 36 is a perspective view of a liquid discharge head according to the present invention in which a partition wall
is formed integrally and two second supply path is provided for each flow path;
Fig. 37 is a perspective view of a liquid discharge head according to the present invention in which a partition wall
is separated for each flow path;
Fig. 38 is a cross-sectional view of the main portion of the second example for the liquid discharge head according
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to the present invention;
Fig. 39 is a diagram illustrating the structures for the first supply path and the second supply path shown in Fig. 38;
Figs. 40A, 40B, 40C and 40D are diagrams for explaining one example of recovery operation of the liquid discharge
head according to the present invention;
Figs. 41A, 41B and 41C are diagrams for explaining the third example for the liquid discharge head according to
the present invention, with Fig. 41A showing the structure having the portion A where a bubble is retained close
to a discharge opening in a second liquid flow path, with Fig. 41B showing the structure where the portion A shown
in Fig. 41A at which a bubble is retained is removed, and with Fig. 41C showing the structure where a wall is
extended below the movable member; and
Figs. 42A and 42B are diagrams for explaining the liquid flow path structure of a conventional liquid discharge head.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0050] Before the explanation for the present invention, the liquid discharging principle for exemplary liquid discharge
heads will be described, while referring to the accompanying drawings. Such exemplary liquid discharge heads are eg
disclosed in document EP-A-0 721 841 published after the priority date of the present application.

(First Illustrative Example - included for reference purposes and not an embodiment of the invention)

[0051] In this example, first, an explanation will be given for an example wherein the direction in which pressure
exerted by bubbles is transmitted and the direction in which bubbles grow are controlled in order to discharge liquid,
so that the liquid discharge force and thereby the discharge efficiency are enhanced.
[0052] Figs. 1A to 1D are specific cross-sectional views of one example of the liquid discharge head, and Fig. 2 is
a partially cutaway perspective view of the liquid discharge head of this example.
[0053] In the liquid discharge head of this example, a heat-generating member 2 (having a heat-generating resistor
of 40 µm 3 105 µm in this embodiment) for applying thermal energy to liquid is provided in a device substrate 1, and
serves as a discharge energy generating member for discharging liquid. A liquid flow path 10 is arranged above the
device substrate 1 corresponding to the heat-generating member 2. The liquid flow path 10 communicates with a
discharge opening 18, and also with a common liquid chamber 13 from which liquid is supplied to a plurality of the
liquid flow paths 10. Liquid, in a quantity that is equivalent to that discharged through the discharge opening 18, is
supplied from the common chamber 13.
[0054] A cantilevered, plate movable member 31, which is made of an elastic metal and has a flat portion, is provided
above the device substrate 1 in the liquid flow path 10 and facing the heat-generating member 2. One end of the
movable member 31 is fixed to the wall of the liquid flow path 10 and to a base (support member) 34 that is formed by
patterning a photosensitive resin on the device substrate 1. A part of the movable member 31 is fixed at the one end
and serves as a fulcrum 33.
[0055] The movable member 31 is positioned so that it faces and covers the heat-generating member 2 at a distance
of 15 µm, and so that its fulcrum (fixed end) 33 is upstream along a path by which a large liquid flow passes from the
common liquid chamber 13 past the movable member 31 to the discharge opening 18 during the liquid discharge
operation, and so that its free end 32 is downstream relative to the fulcrum 33. A region between the heat-generating
member 2 and the movable member 31 is a bubble-generating region 11. The types and shapes, and the locations of
the heat-generating member 2 and the movable member 31 are not limited to those described above, and may be
others that provide control for the growth of a bubble and the transmission of pressure, as will be described later. For
an explanation of the liquid flow that will be given later, the liquid flow path 10 is divided, with the movable member 31
acting as a border, into a first liquid flow path 14, which communicates directly with the discharge opening 18, and a
second liquid flow path 16, which includes the bubble-generating region 11 and a liquid supply path 12.
[0056] When the heat-generating member 2 generates heat, the heat reacts with the liquid in the bubble-generating
region 11, between the movable member 31 and the heat-generating member 2, and a bubble 40 is generated in the
liquid, based on a film boiling phenomenon described in USP 4,723,129. The bubble 40 and the pressure, built up due
to the generation of the bubble 40, act first of all on the movable member 31, whereby the movable member 31 is
displaced to rotate at the fulcrum 33 and open in the direction toward the discharge opening 18, as is shown in Fig.
1B or 1C, or Fig. 2. As the movable member 31 is displaced, or in accordance with the degree of displacement of the
movable member 31, the pressure which is built up due to the generation of the bubble 40, and growth of the bubble
40 are extended to the side of the discharge opening 18.
[0057] One of the discharge principles for this example will now be explained.
[0058] One of the important principles inherent to this example is that the movable member 31, which is positioned
facing the bubble 40, is displaced from its first normal position to its second displacement position by the pressure
exerted by the bubble 40 or by the bubble 40 itself, and in accordance with the displacement of the movable member
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31, the pressure, which accompanies the generation of the bubble 40, and the growing bubble 40 are transmitted
downstream to the location of the discharge opening 18.
[0059] The principle will be described in further detail by comparing it with the conventional liquid flow path structure.
[0060] Fig. 3 is a specific diagram illustrating the pressure transmission pattern for a bubble in the conventional head,
and Fig. 4 is a specific diagram illustrating the pressure transmission pattern for a bubble formed in the head of this
example.
Arrow VA is used to designate the pressure transmission direction of downstream toward the discharge opening, while
arrow VB is used to designate the pressure transmission direction toward the upstream.
[0061] The structure of the conventional head shown in Fig. 3 provides no control over the direction in which the
pressure built during the generation of the bubble 40 is transmitted. The pressure attributable to the bubble 40 is
transmitted in various directions, i.e., directions perpendicular to the surface of the bubble, as is indicted by arrows V1
through V8. The directions of the arrows V1 to V4, especially, relate to the transmission of pressure in the direction of
the arrow VA, which has the greatest effect on the discharge of liquid, i.e., the directional components for the trans-
mission of pressure between portions closer to the discharge opening to the middle of the bubble 40. These are im-
portant and directly contribute to the efficiency of the liquid discharge, the liquid discharge output, and the discharge
speed. Since the directional component V1 is closer to the discharge direction VA, it provides the most efficient transfer
of pressure while the directional component V4 is comparatively less efficient in transferring pressure in the direction VA.
[0062] On the other hand, according to the example shown in Fig. 4, by the movable member 31, the various pressure
transmission directions of arrows V1 to V4 shown in Fig. 3 are directed to the downstream (toward the discharge
opening), whereby pressure attributable to the bubble 40 is directed to the pressure transmission direction VA. Thus,
the pressure attributable to the bubble 40 can efficiently and directly contribute to the discharge of liquid. The direction
in which the bubble 40 grows is also downstream, similarly to the pressure transmission directions V1 to V4, and the
grpwth of the bubble 40 is greater downstream than upstream. The direction in which the bubble 40 grows is controlled
by the movable member 31, and the transmission direction of bubble pressure is also controlled, so that basic improve-
ments in discharge efficiency, discharge output and discharge speed, can be implemented.
[0063] The discharge operation of the liquid discharge head in this example will be described in detail while again
referring to Figs. 1A to 1D.
[0064] In Fig. 1A is shown the condition before electric energy is applied to the heat-generating member 2, i.e., the
condition before heat is generated by the heat-generating member 2.
[0065] It is important here for the movable member 31 at least to be located at a position facing the downstream
portion where a bubble is generated by heating with the heat-generating member 2. That is, at least the movable
member 31 is arranged at a position downstream from a center 3 of the area of the heat-generating member 2 (down-
stream from a line that runs through the center 3 of the area of the heat generating member 2 and is perpendicular to
the longitudinal direction of the flow path), so that the downstream portion of the bubble can act on the movable member
31.
[0066] In Fig. 1B is shown the condition where, upon the application of electric energy to the heat-generating member
2, heat is generated so that the liquid filling the bubble-generating region 11 is heated and the bubble 40 is generated
by film boiling.
[0067] The movable member 31 is displaced from the first position to the second position by the pressure generated
by the formation of the bubble 40, so that the transmission of pressure by the bubble 40 is directed toward the discharge
opening 18. As is described above, it is important here for the free end 32 of the movable member 31 to be located
downstream (at the discharge opening 18 side) and for the fulcrum 33 to be located upstream (on the common liquid
chamber side), so that at least one part of the movable member 31 faces the downstream portion of the heat-generating
member 2, i.e., the downstream portion of the bubble 40.
[0068] Fig. 1C shows the condition where greater growth of the bubble 40 has occurred. The movable member 31
is further displaced in accordance with the pressure generated by the growth of the bubble 40. The generated bubble
40 becomes larger downstream than upstream and further becomes larger from its first position (indicated by the
broken line) of the movable member 31. Since the movable member 31 is displaced gradually, the direction in which
the pressure attributable to the bubble 40 is transmitted and the direction in which shifting of volume is easy, i.e., the
direction in which the bubble 40 grows toward the free end, can be uniformly set to correspond to the direction toward
the discharge opening 18. This can also enhance the discharge efficiency. When the bubble 40 and the pressure
generated by bubbling are transmitted to the discharge opening 18, the movable member 31 does not hinder this
transmission, and can efficiently control the direction in which the pressure is transmitted and the direction in which
the bubble grows in accordance with the magnitude of the pressure to be transmitted.
[0069] Fig. 1D shows the condition where, when the internal pressure of the bubble 40 has been reduced after the
completion of the film boiling, the bubble 40 has shrunk and has disappeared.
[0070] The movable member 31, which is located at the second position, is returned to the original position (first
position) in Fig. 1A by negative pressure produced by the shrinking of the bubble 40, and by the recovery force of the
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movable member 31 itself. In addition, when the bubble 40 disappears, liquid flows in the directions of streams VD1
and VD2, from upstream side (B), i.e., from the common liquid chamber 13, and in the direction Vc from the discharge
opening 18, so that the reduced volume of the bubble 40 is compensated for in the bubble-generating region 11, and
so that the volume of the discharged liquid is also compensated for.
[0071] The movement of the movable member 31, which occurs as a result of the generation of the bubble 40, and
the liquid discharge operation have been described above. Refilling characteristic of liquid in the liquid discharge head
of the present example will now be described in detail.
[0072] A liquid supply mechanism will be described in detail while referring to Figs. 1C and 1D.
[0073] When, after the condition in Fig. 1C that the volume of the bubble 40 increases to the maximum and the
bubble is then ready to disappear, liquid to compensate for the disappearing volume flows into the bubble-generating
region 11 along the first liquid flow path 14, from the side of the discharge opening 18, and along the second liquid flow
path 16, from the side of the common liquid chamber 13. For a conventional liquid flow path structure in which the
movable member 31 is not provided, the quantity of liquid that flows from the discharge opening side to the position
where the bubble disappears, and the quantity of liquid that flows from the common liquid chamber depend on flow
resistances at the portion closer to the discharge opening 18 than the bubble-generating region and on the portion
closer to the common liquid chamber. This occurs because of the resistance of the flow paths and the inertia of liquid.
[0074] When the flow resistance at the portion close to the discharge opening 18 is small, a large quantity of liquid
flows from the discharge opening 18 side to the bubble disappearing position, and the distance of a meniscus M to be
moved back is lengthened. Especially when the flow resistance closer to the discharge opening 18 side is reduced to
increase the discharge efficiency, the meniscus M to be moved back becomes longer after the bubble disappears, and
the time period required for refilling is extended, which adversely affects the printing speed.
[0075] On the other hand, in this example, the movable member 31 is provided. When a bubble has a volume of W,
the portion above than the first position of the movable member 31 is defined as W1, and the portion in the bubble-
generating area 11 is defined as W2. When the movable member 31 is returned to the original position after the bubble
has disappeared, the regression of the meniscus M is halted, and then, an amount of liquid equal to the volume W2
is supplied primarily along the stream VD2 in the second flow path 16. While the quantity that corresponds to half of
the volume W of the bubble is determined as the conventional regression distance for the meniscus, the regression of
the meniscus in the present example can be reduced to merely half of the volume W1, which is smaller than the
conventional volume.
[0076] Liquid in an amount equal to volume W2 can be forcibly supplied by the pressure generated when the bubble
disappears, primarily from the upstream (VD2) portion of the second liquid flow path 16 and along the surface of the
movable member 31, at the near side of the heat-generating member 2. Therefore, rapid liquid refilling can be per-
formed.
[0077] Liquid refilling is performed in the conventional head by using the pressure acquired when the bubble disap-
pears to increase vibration of the meniscus, whereby deterioration of an image quality occurs. On the other hand, since
in the rapid liquid refilling of this example the movable member 31 can inhibit the stream of liquid between the first
liquid flow path near the discharge opening 18 and the bubble-generating region 11 near the discharge opening 18,
the vibration of the meniscus can be drastically reduced.
[0078] The present example accomplishes rapid refilling by forcibly refilling liquid in the bubble-generating region
via the liquid supply path 12 of the second liquid flow path 16, and by controlling the regression and vibration of the
meniscus as described above. Therefore, stable discharge and rapid, repeated discharge of liquid, and, for recording,
high quality of images and rapid recording can be provided.
[0079] The structure of the present example also includes the following effective function.
[0080] This function is used to control the transmission in the upstream direction (as a backflow wave) of pressure
exerted during the generation of a bubble. The pressure generated by a bubble that is produced near the common
liquid chamber 13 (upstream) on the heat-generating member 2 acts as a force (a backflow wave) to push liquid back
upstream. This backflow wave produces the pressure on the upstream side to generate liquid movement due to the
pressure, and the inertial force that accompanies the movement of liquid, thereby causing deterioration of the speed
at which the liquid flow path is refilled with liquid, and also adversely affecting the driving speed.
[0081] In this example, the refilling with liquid can be improved by using the movable member 31 to control these
actions on the upstream side.
[0082] An additional characteristic structure and effect provided with this example will now be described.
[0083] The second liquid flow path 16 in this example includes a liquid supply path 12 having an internal wall, up-
stream of the heat-generating member 2, that is connected to the heat-generating member 2 and that substantially is
flat (provided that the surface of the heat-generating member 2 does not fall far). With this structure, as is shown by
VD2, liquid is supplied to the surfaces of the bubble-generating region 11 and the heat-generating member 2 along the
surface of the movable member 31, which is near the bubble-generating region 11. The precipitation of liquid on the
surface of the heat-generating member 2 can be retarded, the separation of air dissolved in the liquid and the removal
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of a remaining bubble that does not disappear are easily carried out, and the cumulative heat absorbed by the liquid
is not too great. Therefore, a more stable bubble generation can be performed repeatedly and rapidly. In this example,
an explanation has been given for a liquid discharge head having the liquid supply path 12 with a substantially flat
internal wall. A liquid supply path that is smoothly connected to the surface of the heat-generating member 2 and that
has a smooth internal wall may be employed, and the liquid supply path may have any shape so that liquid precipitate
is not deposited on the heat-generating member 2 and a large turbulent flow does not occur while liquid is being
supplied.
[0084] The liquid may be supplied from the stream VD1 to the bubble-generating region 11 along the side (slit 35) of
the movable member 31. However, the large movable member 31 is used to cover the entire bubble-generating member
11 shown in Fig. 1D (i.e., the entire surface of the heat-generating member) in order to effectively transmit pressure
attributable to the bubble generation to the discharge opening 18. When the movable member 31 is returned to the
first position, the flow resistances of the liquid are increased in the bubble-generating region 11 and in the region of
the first flow path 14 near the discharge opening 18, whereby a stream of liquid from VD1 toward the bubble-generating
region 11 would be interrupted. In the head structure of the present example, since there is a stream VD1 for supplying
liquid to the bubble-generating region 11, the liquid supply function performance is very high. Even in the structure for
which the enhancement of the discharge efficiency is sought, such as the one where the bubble-generating region 11
is covered by the movable member 31, there is no deterioration of the liquid supply performance.
[0085] Fig. 5 is a specific diagram for explaining the stream of liquid according to the present example.
[0086] The free end of the movable member 31, for example, is positioned relatively downstream the fulcrum 33, as
is shown in Fig. 5. With this structure, the function and the effect can be efficiently provided, so that, when the above
described bubble is generated, the pressure transmission direction and the bubble growing direction can be directed
to the side of the discharge orifice 18. The positional relationship between the free end 32 and the fulcrum 33 provides
not only the discharge function and effect, but also can reduce the flow resistance for liquid that flows through the liquid
flow path 10 while liquid is refilled with liquid rapidly. This is because, as is shown in Fig. 5, when capillary attraction
in the discharge opening 18 causes the meniscus M that is retracted by a discharge to recovery, or when liquid is
supplied after a bubble disappears, the free end 32 and the fulcrum 33 are not located so that they hinder the flow of
the streams S1, S2 and S3 along the liquid flow path 10 (which includes the first liquid flow path 14 and the second
liquid flow path 16).
[0087] More specifically, in Figs. 1A to 1D in this example, as previously described above, the free end 32 of the
movable member 31 is extended along the heat-generating member 2, so that the free end 32 faces the position
downstream of the center 3 of the area (a line that runs through the center (middle) of the area of the heat-generating
member 2 and is perpendicular to the longitudinal direction of the liquid flow path) that divides the heat-generating
member 2 into an upstream region and a downstream region. The movable member 31 receives pressure which occurs
downstream from the center position of the heat-generating member 2 and which greatly affects the discharge of liquid,
and can direct the pressure attributable to the bubble 40 toward the discharge opening 18. As a result, the discharge
efficiency and discharge force can basically be improved.
[0088] In addition, many effects can be obtained by using the upstream side of the bubble 40.
[0089] In the structure in this example, the momentary mechanical displacement of the free end 32 of the movable
member 31 also effectively affects the discharge of liquid.

(Second Illustrative Example - included for reference purposes and not an embodiment of the invention)

[0090] Fig. 6 is a partially cutaway perspective view of a liquid discharge head according to a second example.
[0091] In Fig. 6, A indicates the condition where a movable member 31 is displaced (no bubble shown), and B
indicates the condition where the movable member 31 is in its initial position (first position). It is assumed that in
condition B, a bubble-generating region 11 is substantially sealed off from a discharge opening 18 (though not shown,
a flow path wall is positioned between A and B to separate the flow paths).
[0092] The movable member 31 has two bases 34 at both sides, with a liquid supply path 12 running between them.
The liquid supply path can have a face that is substantially flat or that is smoothly connected to the face of a heat-
generating member 2. And liquid can be supplied from such a liquid supply path along the face of the movable member
31, near the heat-generating member 2.
[0093] At the initial position (first position), the movable member 31 is located near, or contacted with a heat-gener-
ating member downstream wall 36 and heat-generating member side walls 37, which are arranged downstream and
alongside the heat-generating member 2, and forms a substantially closed bubble-generating region 11 near the dis-
charge opening 18. The pressure exerted by a bubble, especially the downstream pressure of a bubble, can be captured
and employed mainly to displace the free end of the movable member 33.
[0094] When the bubble disappears, the movable member 31 is returned to the first position and the bubble-gener-
ating region 11 near the discharge opening 18 is substantially tightly closed for the supply of liquid to the heat-generating
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member 2. Therefore, various effects described in the previous example, such as the restriction of the retraction of the
meniscus, can be provided. The effects concerning refilling with liquid, which were afforded by the first example, can
also be obtained.
[0095] In the second example, as is shown in Figs. 2 and 6, the bases 34 for securing the movable member 31 are
arranged upstream, apart from the heat-generating member 2, and have a width smaller than that of the liquid flow
path 10 for supplying liquid to the liquid supply path 12. The shape of the base 34 is not limited to the example shown
in Fig. 6; any shape that can provide for the smooth refilling with liquid is acceptable.
[0096] Although, in this example, the interval between the movable member 31 and the heat-generating member 2
is about 15 µm, the interval may be one in a range within which pressure produced by the generation of a bubble can
be satisfactorily transmitted to the movable member 31.

(Third Illustrative Example - included for reference purposes and not an embodiment of the invention)

[0097] Fig. 7 is a partial cutaway perspective view of a liquid discharge head according to the third example.
[0098] In both of the above examples, pressure exerted by a generated bubble is concentrated on the free end of
the movable member 31, so that a drastic movement of the movable member 31 and the movement of the bubble are
directed toward the discharge opening 18.
[0099] On the other hand, in the third example, while a degree of freedom is provided for a generated bubble, the
downstream portion of a bubble, near the discharge opening 18, that has a direct affect on the discharge of a droplet
is restricted by the free end of the movable member 31.
[0100] In the structure shown in Fig. 7, compared with that in Fig. 2 (first example), a convex portion which serves
as a barrier that is positioned at the downstream end in the bubble-generating region on the device substrate 1, is not
provided in this example. In other words, the free end and the side end portions of the movable member 31 open the
bubble-generating region relative to the discharge opening region, and do not substantially close it. This structure is
employed for the third example.
[0101] In this example, 'since the distal end portion in the downstream portion of a bubble, which directly affects the
discharge of a liquid droplet, is permitted to grow, the pressure components can be fully used for a discharge. In
addition, the discharge efficiency is enhanced as in the above examples because the free end of the movable member
31 acts on the upward pressure in the downstream portion (partial pressures V2, V3 and V4 in Fig. 3), so that the
pressure is at least added to the growth of the downstream distal end portion of the bubble. Compared with the previous
examples, this example is superior in its response to the driving of the heat-generating member 2.
[0102] Since the structure in this example is simple, this is an advantage in the manufacturing process.
[0103] The fulcrum of the movable member 31 in this example is fixed to one base 34, which has a width that is
smaller than that of the face of the movable member 31. Therefore, when a bubble disappears, liquid is supplied along
both sides of the base 34 to the bubble-generating region 11 (see arrows in Fig. 7). This base 34 can have any structural
shape so long as the supply of liquid is not hindered.
[0104] In the third example, since a stream from upward to the bubble-generating region, which accompanies the
disappearance of a bubble, is controlled by the presence of the movable member 31, the refilling with liquid during the
supply is superior to that in a conventional bubble-generation structure that employs only a heat-generating member.
The distance the meniscus is retracted can also be reduced.
[0105] As a modification of this example, it is preferable that, while having the free end, the movable member 31 be
substantially tightly closed from the bubble-generating region 11 only at both side ends (or one side end). With this
structure, pressure that is directed toward the sides of the movable member 31 can also be redirected and employed
for the growth of the bubble toward the end at which the discharge opening 18 is located. As a result, the discharge
efficiency is further improved.

(Fourth Illustrative Example - included for reference purposes and not an embodiment of the invention)

[0106] An explanation will now be given according to the fourth example. in which a liquid discharge force by the
above described mechanical displacement is further developed.
[0107] Fig. 8 is a cross-sectional view of a liquid discharge head according to the fourth example.
[0108] In Fig. 8, a movable member 31 is so extended that its free end 32 is positioned downstream from a heat-
generating member 2. With this structure, the displacement speed of the movable member 31 at the position of the
free end 32 can be increased, and the generation of a discharge force resulting from the displacement of the movable
member 31 can be improved.
[0109] In addition, since the free end 32 is closer to the discharge opening 18 than are those in the previous embod-
iments, a bubble can grow mainly in a more stable direction, and accordingly, a more superior liquid discharge can be
performed.
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[0110] In accordance with the bubble growth speed in the pressure center of the bubble 40, the movable member
31 is displaced from a certain position at speed R1. The free end 32, which is farther from the fulcrum 33 than the
certain position, is displaced at a higher speed R2. Thus, the free end 32 mechanically acts to displace liquid at a high
speed and causes the movement of the liquid to enhance the discharge efficiency.
[0111] When the free end is so formed that it is perpendicular to the liquid stream, as in Fig. 7, the pressure from
the bubble 40 and the mechanical operation of the movable member 31 can efficiently affect the discharge.

(Fifth Illustrative Example - included for reference purposes and not an embodiment of the invention)

[0112] Figs. 9A to 9C are specific cross-sectional views of a liquid discharge head according to the fifth example.
[0113] The structure in this example differs from those in the previous examples. A region that directly communicates
with a discharge opening 18 does not have a flow path shape that communicates with a liquid chamber, and the structure
can be simplified.
[0114] Liquid is supplied only via a liquid supply path 12 along the face of a movable member 31 that is nearer a
bubble-generating region. The positions of a free end 32 and a fulcrum 33 relative to the discharge opening 18, and
the structure that faces a heat-generating member 2 are the same as those in the previous examples.
[0115] In this example, the above described effects, such as discharge efficiency and the supply of liquid, are also
achieved. In particular, the retraction of a meniscus is restricted, and for almost all liquid supply process, forcible refilling
is performed by using pressure obtained when a bubble disappears.
[0116] In Fig. 9A is shown the condition where a bubble is generated in liquid by the heat-generating member 2. In
Fig. 9B is shown the condition where the bubble is being shrunk. At this time, the movable member 31 is recovered to
the initial position and liquid is supplied from the direction of arrow S3.
[0117] In Fig. 9C is shown the condition after a bubble disappeared where the recovery of a meniscus M, which was
slightly retracted when the movable member 31 was returned to its initial position, is effected by the capillary action
near the discharge opening 18.

(Sixth Illustrative Example - included for reference purposes and not an embodiment of the invention)

[0118] In this example, the primary liquid discharge principle is the same as that in the previous examples. Since
this example provides a dual flow path structure, two liquid can be separately used as a liquid (bubble formation liquid)
in which bubbles are generated by heating and a liquid (discharge liquid) mainly used for discharge.
[0119] Fig. 10 is a cross-sectional view of a liquid discharge head according to the sixth example of the present
invention, and Fig. 11 is a partial cutaway perspective view of the liquid discharge head according to the sixth example.
[0120] In the liquid discharge head of the present example, a heat-generating member 2 is mounted on a device
substrate 1 that provides thermal energy to liquid to generate bubbles. A second liquid flow path 16 for a bubble
generation liquid is arranged on the device substrate 1, and above it, a first liquid flow path 14 for the discharge liquid
is so arranged that it communicates directly with a discharge opening 18.
[0121] The upstream portion of the first liquid flow path 14 communicates with a first common liquid chamber 15 for
supplying a discharge liquid to a plurality of first liquid flow paths 14. The upstream portion of the second liquid flow
path 16 communicates with a second common liquid chamber 17 for supplying a bubble generation liquid to a plurality
of second liquid flow paths 16.
[0122] When the bubble generation liquid and the discharge liquid are identical, only one common liquid chamber
may be provided for use.
[0123] A partition wall 30, which is made of an elastic metal, is located between the first and the second liquid flow
paths 14 and 16 to separate them. In the case of using the bubble generation liquid and the discharge liquid that should
not be mixed, the distribution of the liquid along the first liquid flow path 14 and of the liquid along the second liquid
flow path 16 should be separated as much as possible by the partition wall 30. If no problem occurs even when a
bubble liquid and a discharge liquid are mixed to a degree, the partition wall 30 may not need to ensure a complete
separation.
[0124] The portion of the partition wall 30 that is positioned in projection space above the face of the heat-generating
member 2 (hereinafter referred to as discharge pressure generating region; a region A and a bubble-generating region
11 of a region B in Fig. 10) is a cantilever movable member 31. The movable member 31 has a free end extending
toward the discharge opening 18 (downstream of the liquid flow) defined by a slit 35, and a fulcrum 33 positioned nearer
the common liquid chambers 15 and 17. Since the movable member 31 is positioned facing to the bubble generating
region 11 (B), when a bubble is generated in liquid, the movable member 31 is opened toward the discharge opening
18 at the side of the first liquid flow path 14, as is indicated by arrows in Figs. 10 and 11). In Fig. 11, a heat resistance
member, which serves as the heat-generating member 2, and a wire electrode 5 for applying an electric signal to the
heat resistance member, are provided on the device substrate 1, and the partition wall 30 is also located on the substrate
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1 via a space defining the second liquid flow path 16.
[0125] The positional relationship between the fulcrum 33 and the free end 32 of the movable member 31, and the
heat-generating member 2 is the same as that in the previous examples.
[0126] While the structural relationship between the liquid supply path 12 and the heat-generating member 2 was
explained in the previous examples, the same relationship is employed for the second liquid flow path 16 and the heat-
generating member 2 in this example.
[0127] The operation of the liquid discharge head in this example will now be explained.
[0128] Figs. 12A and 12B are diagrams for explaining the operation for the movable member 31.
[0129] To drive the head, the same aqueous ink is employed for the discharge liquid that is supplied to the first liquid
flow path 14 and the bubble generation liquid that is supplied to the second liquid flow path 16.
[0130] When heat generated by the heat-generating member 2 acts on the bubble generation liquid in the bubble-
generating region of the second liquid flow path 16, a bubble 40 is generated based on a film boiling phenomenon
described in USP 4,723,129, as is described in the previous examples.
[0131] In this example, bubble pressure does not escape in three directions, except for upstream in the bubble-
generating region 11. Pressure attributable to bubble generation is transmitted mainly to the movable member 31,
which is located in the discharge pressure generation section. With the growth of the bubble 40, the movable member
31 is displaced upward from the state in Fig. 12A toward the first liquid flow path 14 in Fig. 12B. Because of this
displacement of the movable member 31, there is extensive communication between the first liquid flow path 14 and
the second liquid flow path 16, and pressure due to the generation of the bubble 40 is transmitted mainly toward the
discharge opening 18 (direction A) along the first liquid flow path 14. The transmission of pressure and the mechanical
displacement of the movable member 31 discharges liquid from the discharge opening 18.
[0132] As the bubble 40 is shrunk, the movable member 31 is returned to the position shown in Fig. 12A and the
quantity of the liquid equal to that of the discharged liquid, is supplied from upstream to the first liquid flow path 14. In
this example as well as the previous examples, the liquid is supplied in the direction in which the movable member 31
is closed, so that the refilling with the discharge liquid is not hindered by the movable member 31.
[0133] In this example, the main action and the effects related to the transmission of bubble pressure accompanying
the displacement of the movable member 31, the bubble growing direction, and the prevention of a backflow wave are
the same as those in the first embodiment. The dual flow path structure shown in this embodiment provides an additional
benefit as follows.
[0134] According to the above structure in this example, the discharge liquid and the bubble generation liquid are
separately used as different liquids, and the discharge liquid can be discharged by pressure generated by the production
of a bubble in the bubble formation liquid. Therefore, even when a highly viscous liquid such as a polyethyleneglycol
is employed in which bubble generation is inadequately performed by the application of heat and the discharge force
is also unsatisfactory, this liquid can be supplied to the first liquid flow path 14 and discharged by supplying a liquid
(about 1 to 2 cp of a mixture of ethanol and water at ratio of 4:6) in which bubble formation can be preferably generated,
or a liquid having a low boiling point, to the second liquid flow path 16.
[0135] When a liquid that even upon the application of heat, does not cause scorching precipitate on the surface of
the heat-generating member is selected as a bubble formation liquid, the generation of a bubble is stabilized and a
preferable discharge can be performed.
[0136] Since the effects obtained by the previous examples are also acquired with the structure of the head of the
present invention, a highly viscous liquid can be discharged with high discharge efficiency and a high discharge force.
[0137] In addition, when a liquid that is easily damaged by heat is supplied as the discharge liquid to the first liquid
flow path 14, and when a liquid that is not easily affected by heat and can adequately generate a bubble is supplied
to the second liquid flow path 16, the liquid that is easily damaged by heat will not suffer thermal damage and can be
discharged with high discharge efficiency and with a high discharge force.

(Other Illustrative Examples included for reference purposes and not embodiments of the invention)

[0138] Other examples will now be explained while referring to the drawings. In the following explanation, either the
single flow path structure or the dual flow path structure described above is employed for the following examples. If
which is employed is not specifically mentioned, the examples can be applied to both structures.

<Ceiling shape of liquid flow path>

[0139] Fig. 13 is a diagram for explaining the arrangement for a movable member and the first liquid flow path.
[0140] As is shown in Fig. 13, a grooved member 50 is formed above a partition wall 30, and has a groove that serves
as a first liquid flow path 13 (or a liquid flow path 10 in Fig. 1A). In this example, the ceiling of the flow path near a free
end 32 of the movable member 31 is higher, so that a large movement angle θ for the movable member 31 can be
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obtained. The movement range of the movable member 31 can be determined by considering the structure of a liquid
flow path, the durability of the movable member and the bubble generation force. It is preferable that the movable
member 31 be moved at an angle that includes an angle in the axial direction of a discharge opening 18.
[0141] In addition, as is shown in Fig. 13, when the height of a position where the free end 32 of the movable member
31 is displaced is greater than the diameter of the discharge opening 18, a more adequate discharge force can be
transmitted. Further, since the ceiling of the liquid flow path is lower at the fulcrum 33 of the movable member than at
the free end 32, the escape of a pressure wave toward upstream, which is caused by the displacement of the movable
member, can be more effectively prevented.

<Positional relationship of second liquid flow path and movable member>

[0142] Figs. 14A to 14C are diagrams for explaining the structure for a movable member and a liquid flow path. Fig.
14A is a top view of a partition wall 30 and a movable member 31; Fig. 14B is a top view of a second liquid flow path
16 with the partition wall 30 removed; and Fig. 14C is a specific diagram showing the positional relationship of the
movable member 31 and a second liquid flow path 16 by overlapping these components. The lower side in each drawing
is a front side where a discharge opening is located.
[0143] The second liquid flow path 16 in this example has a narrow portion 19 at the upstream side of the heat-
generating member 2 (the upstream side as mentioned here is an upstream side in a large stream that flows from the
second common liquid chamber through the location of the heat-generating member, the movable member and the
first liquid path to the discharge opening). Thus, a chamber (bubble generation chamber) structure is provided where
the pressure exerted during bubble generation is prevented from easily escaping upstream in the second liquid flow
path 16.
[0144] For a conventional head wherein the same liquid flow path is employed for bubble generation and for liquid
discharge, and wherein a narrow portion is provided so that pressure generated in the liquid chamber by the heat-
generating member is prevented from escaping to the common liquid chamber, the cross-sectional area of the liquid
flow path at the narrowing portion should not be too small while fully taking the refilling with liquid into consideration.
[0145] In this example, most of the liquid to be discharged is the discharge liquid in the first flow path, while not much
bubble generation liquid in the second liquid flow path in which the heat-generating member is provided is consumed,
and therefore a small quantity of bubble generation liquid is required to refill the bubble-generating region 11 in the
second liquid flow path. Accordingly, since the distance at the narrow portion 19 is very short, ranging from several µm
to several ten µm, the pressure that is exerted in the second liquid flow path as a result of bubble generation can be
prevented from escaping, and can be mainly transmitted toward the movable member 31. Further, since this pressure
can be used via the movable member 31 as a discharge force, the discharge efficiency and the discharge force can
be further increased. The shape of the first liquid flow path is not limited to the above described structure; any shape
can be adopted that permit pressure accompanying the generation of a bubble to be effectively transmitted to the
movable member 31.
[0146] As is shown in Fig. 14C, the sides of the movable member 31 extend over the part of the wall that constitutes
the second liquid flow path, so that the movable member 31 can be prevented from falling into the second liquid flow
path. With this structure, a more adequate separation of the discharge liquid and the bubble generation liquid can be
provided. In addition, since the escape of a bubble through the slit can be prevented, the discharge pressure and
discharge efficiency can be further increased. Furthermore, the refilling effect provided by upstream pressure when a
bubble disappears can be enhanced.
[0147] In Figs. 12B and 13, as the movable member 31 is displaced upward into the first liquid flow path 14, part of
the bubble 40 that is generated in the bubble-generating region 11 in the second liquid flow path 16 is expanded and
enters to the first liquid flow path 14. Since the height of the second liquid flow path is such that a bubble is expanded
and enters the other flow path, the discharge force in this case can be improved more than in a case that a bubble is
not expanded. In order to expand the bubble so it enters the first liquid flow path 14, it is preferable that the height of
the second liquid flow path 16 be less than the maximum height of the bubble; preferably, its height should be set to
be several µm to 30 µm. In this example, the height of the second liquid flow path is 15 µm.

<Movable member and partition wall>

[0148] Figs. 15A to 15C are diagrams for explaining a movable members having other shapes. Fig. 15A is a diagram
showing a rectangular movable member; Fig. 15B is a diagram showing a movable member, the fulcrum side of which
is narrowed to facilitate the movement of the movable member. Fig. 15C is a diagram showing a movable member,
the fulcrum side of which is widened to improve the durability of the movable member.
[0149] In Figs. 15A to 15C, a slit 35 is formed in a partition wall, and forms a movable member 31. Although a
preferable shape for easy movement and for durability is that shown in Fig. 14A, where the width at the fulcrum is
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narrowed and has an arced shape, the movable member may be given any shape that will not enter the second liquid
flow path, that can be easily moved and that has superior durability.
[0150] In the previous examples, the movable member 31 having a plate shape, and the partition wall 5 bearing this
movable member 31 were made of nickel, 5 µm thick. The material that can be used is not limited to this; any material
may be employed that has a solvent resistance for the bubble generation liquid and the discharge liquid, that is elastic
enough to provide adequate movement as a movable member, and in which a minute slit can be formed.
[0151] As the movable member having high durability, the following materials are preferable: a metal such as silver,
nickel, gold, iron, titanium, aluminum, platinum, tantalum, stainless steel or phosphor bronze, or an alloy of them; or a
resin containing a nitrile group such as acrylonitrile, butadiene or styrene, a resin containing an amide group such as
polyamide, a resin containing a carboxyl group such as polycarbonate, a resin containing an aldehyde group such as
polyacetal, a resin containing a sulfone group such as polysulfone, a resin such as liquid crystal polymer, or a compound
of them. As the movable member having high ink resistance, the following material are preferable: a metal such as
gold, tungsten, tantalum, nickel, stainless steel or titanium, or an alloy of them; a material coated with one of the high
ink resistant metallic materials as described above; a resin containing an amide group such as polyamide, a resin
having an aldehyde group such as polyacetal, a resin containing a ketone group such as polyetheretherketone, a resin
containing an imide group such as polyimide, a resin containing a hydroxyl group such as phenol resin, a resin con-
taining an ethyl group such as polyethylene, a resin containing an alkyl group such as polypropylene, a resin containing
an epoxy group such as epoxy resin, a resin containing an amino group such as melamine resin, a resin containing a
methylol group such as xylene resin, or a compound of them; or a ceramic such as silicon dioxide, or a compound
containing it.
[0152] For the partition wall, the following materials are preferable: polyethylene, polypropylene, polyamide, poly
(ethylene terephthalate), melamine resin, phenol resin, epoxy resin, polybutadiene, polyurethane, polyether etherke-
tone, polyether sulfone, polyarylate, polyimide, polysulfone, liquid crystal polymer (LCP) or other resins that have been
produced for recently engineered plastic and that have satisfactory heat resistance, solvent resistance and formability,
or a compound of them; silicon oxide; silicon nitride; a metal such as nickel, gold or stainless steel, an alloy or a
compound; or a material coated with titanium or gold.
[0153] To provide sufficient strength for a partition wall and satisfactory movement as a movable member, the thick-
ness of the partition wall must be determined while taking into consideration the material used and the shape. Preferably,
the thickness of 0.5 µm to 10 µm is preferred.
[0154] In this example, the width of the slit 35 for forming the movable member 31 is 2 µm. When the bubble formation
liquid and discharge liquid differ, and when the mixing of these liquids is to be prevented, the slit width only need be
so set that a meniscus is formed between the two liquids to restrict the dispersal of the liquids. When, for example, a
liquid of about 2 cp (centipoise) is employed as a bubble formation liquid, and a liquid more than 100 cp is employed
as a discharge liquid, the mixing of these liquids can even be prevented with a slit having a width of 5 µm. Preferably,
however, the width of a slit is 3 µm or less.
[0155] The thickness (t µm) of µm order is employed for the movable member, and one having a thickness of cm
order is not included. When the slit has a width (W µm) of µm order, it is preferable that manufacturing variance be
taken into account for a movable member having a thickness of µm order.
[0156] When the thickness of the free end of the movable member, which is formed by a slit, or/and the thickness
of the member directed to the side end, is equal to the thickness of the movable member (Figs. 12A, 12B and 13), the
relationship between the slit width (W) and the thickness (t) is set in a following range while taking manufacturing
variance into consideration. Thus, the mixing of the bubble formation liquid and the discharge liquid can be stably
restricted. From the viewpoint of design, when a highly viscous ink (5 cp, 10 cp, etc.) is employed relative to a bubble
formation liquid of 3 cp, so long as W/t ≤ 1 is satisfied, the mixing of the two liquids can be prevented for a long period
of time, even under limited conditions.
[0157] When a slit has a width of several µms, its function for providing a "substantially sealed condition" can be
ensured.
[0158] As is described above, when different liquids are used for bubble generation and for discharge, the movable
member serves substantially as a partition member. As the movable member is moved in accordance with the gener-
ation of a bubble, a little bubble generation liquid may be seen to enter the discharge liquid. While taking into account
the fact that, for ink-jet recording, discharge liquid for forming an image generally has a color density of 3% to 5%,
even when the content of the bubble generation liquid in a discharge liquid droplet is 20% or less, no great change
occurs in the density.
[0159] In the above example, when the viscosity is changed, the content of the bubble generation liquid in a liquid
mixture is 15% at the maximum. The mixture ratio for a bubble generation liquid of 5 cp or less is 10% at the maximum,
even though it depends on a driving frequency.
[0160] In particular, when the viscosity of discharge liquid is 20 cp or less, the mixing ratio for the bubble formation
liquid can be reduced (e.g., to 5% or lower).
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[0161] The positional relationship of heat-generating members and movable members will now be described while
referring to the drawings. The shapes, sizes, and numbers of the movable members and the heat-generating members
are not limited to the following. In an optimal arrangement of a heat-generating member and a movable member, a
pressure exerted due to a bubble generated by the heat-generating member can be used effectively as a discharge
pressure.
[0162] Fig. 16 is a graph showing the relationship between the area of the heat-generating member and the dis-
charged ink quantity.
[0163] According to a conventional ink-jet recording method, a so-called bubble-jet recording method, the conditional
change that accompanies a drastic change in ink volume (generation of a bubble) is caused by applying thermal energy
to ink, and the ink is discharged from a discharge opening by the force exerted by the conditional change and is landed
on a recording medium to form an image. As is shown in Fig. 16, the area of the heat-generating member and the
discharged ink quantity are proportional, and a non-bubble-effective region S exists that does not contribute to the
discharge of ink. In addition, from the scorching on the heat-generating member, it is found that the non-bubble-effective
area S is formed around the heat-generating member. From these results, an area about 4 µm wide around the heat-
generating member is not concerned with the bubble generation.
[0164] To fully employ a bubble pressure, the movable member is so located that the movable portion of the movable
member covers the area immediately above the effective bubble generating area, i.e., the inside area of the heat-
generating member except a width of about 4 µm or more measured inward from the edge of the heat-generating
member. In this example, the effective bubble generating area is defined as the inside area except a width of about 4
µm or more measured inward from the circumference of the heat-generating member. This area is not limited to this,
and can vary, depending on the heat-generating member type and the formation method.
[0165] Figs. 17A and 17B are specific top views showing the positional relationship between a movable member and
a heat-generating member. The movable members 301 (Fig. 17A) and 302 (Fig. 17B), which differ in total movable
area, are arranged for a heat-generating member 2 of 58 3 150 µm.
[0166] The size of the movable member 301 is 53 3 145 µm, smaller than the area of the heat-generating member
2 and as large as the effective bubble generating area of the heat-generating member 2. The movable member 301
is so located that it covers the effective bubble generating area. The size of the movable member 302 is 53 3 220 µm,
larger than the area of the heat-generating member 2 (with the same width, the length between the fulcrum and the
movable tip end is longer than the length of the heat-generating member). Like the movable member 301, the movable
member 302 is so located that it covers the effective bubble generating area. The durability and discharge efficiency
for two movable members 301 and 302 were measured under the following conditions.

[0167] As to the results obtained through the experiment, for the durability of the movable members, damage was
observed at the fulcrum of the movable member 301 when 1 3 107 pulses were applied, while no damage was observed
for the movable member 302 even when 3 3 108 pulses were applied. The kinetic energy obtained by a discharge
quantity and a discharge speed relative to the input energy was increased about 1.5 to 2.5 times.
[0168] As is apparent from the above results, for durability and discharge efficiency it is better that the movable
member be provided to cover the area immediately above the effective bubble generating area, and that the area of
the movable member be greater than the area of the heat-generating member.
[0169] Fig. 18 is a graph showing the relationship for the distance from the edge of a heat-generating member 2 to
the fulcrum of a movable member 31, and a displacement distance for the movable member 31. Fig. 19 is a cross-
sectional view of the structure from the side, showing the positional relationship of the heat-generating member 2 and
the movable member 31.
[0170] A large heat-generating member 2 of 40 3 105 µm is employed. It has been found that the displacement
distance becomes greater as the distance L between the edge of the heat-generating member 2 and a fulcrum 33 of
the movable member 31 becomes longer. Therefore, it is preferable that, while taking into consideration a quantity of
ink that is required to be discharged, a flow path structure for discharge liquid and the shape of the heat-generating
member, the optimal displacement be acquired and the position of the fulcrum of the movable member be determined.
[0171] When the fulcrum of the movable member is positioned immediately above the effective bubble generating
area of the heat-generating member, not only the stress due to the displacement of the movable member, but also
bubble pressure is directly applied to the fulcrum, so that the durability of the movable member is deteriorated. According
to the experiment conducted by the present inventor, it was confirmed that when the fulcrum was located immediately

bubble formation liquid 40% ethanol aqueous solution
discharge ink dye ink
voltage 20.2 V
frequency 3 kHz
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above the effective bubble generating area, the movable member was damaged by application of 1 3 106 pulses, and
the durability was deteriorated. Therefore, the fulcrum of the movable member should be located at a position other
than immediately above the effective bubble generating area of the heat-generating member, so that possibility of
practical use becomes larger even by using a movable member that is formed in a low durable shape and of a low
durable material. Even a movable member, the fulcrum of which is located immediately above the effective bubble
generating area, can be employed so long as the shape of and material selected for the movable member are adequate.
With the above described structure, provided is a liquid discharge head that is superior in discharge efficiency and
durability.

<Device substrate>

[0172] The structure of a device substrate on which is provided a heat-generating member for applying heat to liquid
will now be described.
[0173] Figs. 20A and 20B are vertical cross-sectional views of a liquid discharge head.
[0174] In Fig. 20A is shown a liquid discharge head having a protective film which will be described later, and in Fig.
20B is shown a liquid discharge head having no protective film.
[0175] A device substrate 1 comprises a second liquid flow path 16, a partition wall 30, a first liquid flow path 14 and
a grooved member 50 having a groove to constitute and the first liquid flow path 14.
[0176] For production of the device substrate 1, a silicon oxide film or a silicon nitride film 106 for insulation and for
the accumulation of heat is deposited on a silicon substrate 107. An electric resistance layer 105 (0.01 to 0.2 µm thick)
such as of hafnium boraide (HfB2), tantalum nitride (TaN) or tantalic aluminum (TaAl) for forming a heat-generating
member, and two wiring electrodes 104 (0.2 to 1.0 µm thick) such as of aluminum, are patterned on the film 106, as
is shown in Figs. 20A and 20B. A voltage is applied to the resistance layer 105 from the two wiring electrodes 104,
and a current is provided through the resistance layer 105 to generate heat. A protective layer with 0.1 to 2.0 µm
thickness, such as silicon oxide or silicon nitride, is deposited on the resistance layer 105 between the wiring electrodes
104, and thereon, an anticavitation layer (0.1 to 0.6 µm thick), such as tantalum, is deposited to protect the resistance
layer 105 from various liquids, such as ink.
[0177] Particularly since the pressure and an impact wave generated when a bubble is generated or disappears are
very strong and deteriorate the durability of oxide film that is rigid and weak, a metal such as tantalum (Ta) is used as
an anticavitation layer.
[0178] The structure may not require the above protective layer, by depending on the liquid type, the liquid flow path
structure and the combination of resistance materials. An example of such a structure is shown in Fig. 20B. The material
for a resistance layer that does not require a protective layer is an iridium-tantalum-aluminum alloy.
[0179] As is described above, for the structures in the above examples, only the resistance layer (heat-generating
portion) between the electrodes may be formed, or a protective layer to protect the resistance layer may also be formed.
[0180] In this example, the heat-generating member has a heat-generating portion, including a resistance layer that
generates heat in accordance with an electric signal. The heat-generating member is not limited to this example. A
heat-generating member that generates an adequate bubble in bubble liquid for discharging liquid may be employed,
such as a heat-generating member that has a photo-thermal converting member that generates heat upon receipt of
a laser beam, or that has a heat-generating portion that generates heat upon receipt of a high frequency.
[0181] Further, not only the electro-thermal converting member comprising the resistance layer 105 that constitutes
the heat-generating member and the wiring electrode 104 that supplies an electric signal to the resistance layer, but
also functional devices such as a transistor, a diode, a latch and a shift register, for selectively driving the electro-
thermal converting member, may be integrally formed in the substrate device 1 by the semiconductor fabrication pro-
cedure.
[0182] To drive the heat-generating portion in the electro-thermal converting member on the device substrate 1 and
to discharge liquid, a rectangular pulse shown in Fig. 21 is applied to the resistance layer 105 from the wiring electrodes
104, and the resistance layer 105 between the wiring electrodes 104 is heated drastically.
[0183] Fig. 21 is a specific diagram showing the shape of a driving pulse.
[0184] In the head for each previous embodiment, the heat-generating member is driven by application of a voltage
of 24 V, a pulse width of 7 µsec, current 150 mA, and an electric signal of 6 kHz, so that the previously mentioned
operation is performed to discharge ink from the discharge opening. The conditions for a driving signal are not limited
to those described above, and a drive signal that can adequately generate bubbles in liquid may be employed.

<Head structure for dual flow path structure>

[0185] An explanation will now be given for an example of structure for a liquid discharge head wherein different
liquids can be appropriately separated and introduced into first and second common liquid chambers, and for which
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the required number of components can be reduced to decrease manufacturing costs.
[0186] Fig. 22 is a cross sectional view for explaining a supply path in a liquid discharge head
The same reference numerals as are used for the previous examples are also used to denote the same components,
and no further explanation for them will be given.
[0187] In this example, a grooved member 50 is constituted mainly by an orifice plate 51 having a discharge opening
18, a plurality of grooves serving as a plurality of first liquid flow paths 14, and a recessed portion that communicates
with the first liquid flow paths 14 and that forms a first common liquid chamber 15 for supplying liquid (discharge liquid)
to the first liquid flow paths 14.
[0188] The first liquid flow paths 14 can be formed by bonding a partition wall 30 to the lower portion of the grooved
member 50. The grooved member 50 has a first supply path 20 that vertically penetrates the member 50 to reach the
first common liquid chamber 15. Further, the grooved member 50 has a second liquid supply path 21 that vertically
penetrates the member 50 to reach the second common liquid chamber 17 through the partition wall 30.
[0189] The first liquid (discharge liquid) is supplied along the first liquid supply path 20, to the first common liquid
chamber 15, and to the first liquid flow paths 14, as is indicated by arrow C in Fig. 22. The second liquid (bubble
generation liquid) is supplied along the second liquid supply path 21 to the second common liquid chamber 17 and to
the second liquid flow path 16, as is indicated by arrow D in Fig. 22.
[0190] Although, in this example, the second liquid supply path 21 is arranged in parallel with the first liquid supply
path 20, the arrangement of the second liquid supply path is not limited to this. Any arrangement of the second liquid
supply path may be determined so long as it penetrates the partition wall 30, which is located outside the first common
liquid chamber 15, and communicates with the second common liquid chamber 17.
[0191] The width (diameter) of the second liquid supply path 21 is determined by taking into consideration of the
quantity of the second liquid to be supplied. The shape of the second liquid supply path 21 is not necessarily round,
and may be rectangular.
[0192] The second common liquid chamber 17 can be formed by combining the grooved member 50 with the partition
wall 30. For example, as is shown in an exploded perspective view in this example in Fig. 23, a common liquid chamber
frame and the second liquid flow path wall are formed of a dry film on the device substrate, and the grooved member
50 to which the partition wall 30 is fixed is bonded to the device substrate 1, so that the second common liquid chamber
17 and the second liquid flow path 16 can be formed.
[0193] In this example, as is described above, on a support member 70 formed of a metal such as aluminum, is
provided the device substrate 1, in which a plurality of electro-thermal converting members are arranged that serve as
heat-generating members for generating heat to produce bubbles in a bubble generation liquid by film boiling.
[0194] On the device substrate 1 are provided a plurality of grooves that constitute the liquid flow paths 16, which
are formed with the second liquid flow walls; a recessed portion that communicates with a plurality of bubble generation
liquid flow paths and that constitutes the second common liquid chamber (common bubble generation liquid chamber)
17 for supplying a bubble generation liquid to the individual bubble generation liquid flow paths; and the partition wall
30 provided with the movable members 31.
[0195] A grooved member 50 comprises: grooves that constitute discharge liquid flow paths (first liquid flow paths)
when the grooved member 50 is bonded to the partition wall 30; a recessed portion that communicates with the dis-
charge liquid flow paths and that constitutes the first common liquid chamber (common discharge liquid chamber) 15
for supplying a discharge liquid to the individual discharge liquid flow paths; a first supply path (discharge liquid supply
path) 20 along which a discharge liquid is supplied to the first common liquid chamber; and a second supply path
(bubble formation liquid supply path) 21 along which a bubble formation liquid is supplied to the second common liquid
chamber 17. The second supply path 21 penetrates the partition wall 30, which is located outside the first common
liquid chamber 15, and is connected to a channel that communicates with the second common liquid chamber 17. With
this channel, the bubble formation liquid can be supplied to the second common liquid chamber 15 without being mixed
with the discharge liquid.
[0196] According to the positional relationship between the device substrate 1, the partition wall 30 and the grooved
member 50, the movable members 31 are so arranged that they correspond to the heat-generating members 2 in the
device substrate 1, and discharge liquid flow paths 14 are so arranged that they correspond to the movable members
31. Although, in this example, only one second supply path is formed for the grooved member, a plurality of supply
paths may be formed in accordance with the quantity of a liquid to be supplied. Further, the cross-sectional areas of
the discharge liquid supply path and the bubble generation liquid supply path 21 may be so determined that they are
proportional to the supply quantity. By optimizing the cross-sectional areas of the paths, the sizes of components
constituting the grooved member 50 can be made smaller.
[0197] As is described above, according to this example, the second supply path, along which the second liquid is
supplied to the second liquid flow path, and the first supply path, along which the first liquid is supplied to the first liquid
flow path, are formed with the same grooved ceiling plate that is the grooved member. As a result, the components
can be reduced, the manufacturing process can be shortened, and manufacturing costs can be lowered.
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[0198] In addition, in this example, the supply of the second liquid to the second common liquid chamber, which
communicates with the second liquid flow path, is performed along the second liquid flow path in a direction such that
the partition wall separating the first and the second liquids is penetrated. Therefore, the procedure for bonding the
partition wall, the grooved member and the substrate having the heat-generating member need be performed only
once, and the bonding accuracy is enhanced, resulting in a satisfactory liquid discharge.
[0199] Since the second liquid is supplied to the second liquid common liquid chamber through the partition wall,
supply of the second liquid to the second liquid flow path is ensured, and a sufficient quantity of liquid can be supplied.
As a result, a stable liquid discharge can be performed.

<Discharge liquid and bubble generation liquid>

[0200] As is described in the previous examples, with the structure having the movable member, a liquid can be
rapidly discharged with a greater discharge force and with higher discharge efficiency than that provided by a conven-
tional liquid discharge head. When the same liquid is used for a discharge liquid and a bubble generation liquid, the
liquid is not deteriorated by the heat applied by the heat-generating member, almost no precipitate is deposited on the
heat-generating member even by heating, and reversible conditional changes of vaporization and condensation can
be performed with heat. Further, various liquid can be employed that do not cause deterioration of the liquid flow paths,
the movable member and the partition wall.
[0201] The composition of the liquid (recording liquid) to be used for recording can have the same as that of the ink
used for a conventional bubble-jet apparatus.
[0202] On the other hand, when the liquid discharge head with the dual flow path structure is used and the discharge
liquid and the bubble generation liquid are different, the liquids having the above mentioned properties can be used
as the bubble formation liquid. More specifically, the bubble generation liquid includes: methanol, ethanol, n-propanol,
isopropanol, n-hexane, n-heptane, n-octane, toluene, xylene, methylene dichloride, triclene, Freon TF, Freon BF, eth-
ylether, dioxan, cyclohexane, methyl acetate, ethyl acetate, acetone, methylethylketone, or water, or a mixture of them.
[0203] Various type of liquids can be used for the discharge liquid, regardless of the bubble production property and
the thermal property. In addition, a liquid that has a low bubble production property, a liquid that is easily affected or
deteriorated by heat, or a liquid with high viscosity, all of which are conventionally difficult to discharge, can also be
used as the discharge liquid.
[0204] It is preferable that as the property of the discharge liquid it does not interfere with discharging, the production
of bubbles, and the movement of the movable member because of a reaction of the liquid or a reaction with bubble
generation liquid.
[0205] Highly viscous ink can also be used as a discharge liquid for recording. In addition, medical liquids that are
easily damaged by heat and perfume liquids can be used as other example discharge liquids.
[0206] Ink having the following composition was employed as a recording liquid that can be used for both of a dis-
charge liquid and a bubble generation liquid. Since the ink discharge speed was increased by the improvement of the
discharge force, the accuracy in the application of liquid droplets on a recording medium was enhanced, and a very
satisfactory recorded image could be obtained.

[0207] Further, the bubble generation liquids and the discharge liquids having the following compositions were em-
ployed together and the liquid was discharged for recording. As a result, not only a liquid having a viscosity of several
ten cp, the discharging of which is difficult for a conventional head, but also a liquid having a high viscosity of 150 cp
could be satisfactorily discharged, and a high quality image could be obtained.

Dye ink, viscosity 2 cp:(C.I. foodblack 2) dye 3 wt%
diethyleneglycol 10 wt%
thiodiglycol 5 wt%
ethanol 3 wt%
water 77 wt%

Bubble generation liquid 1 ethanol 40 wt%
water 60 wt%

Bubble generation liquid 2 water 100 wt%
Bubble generation liquid 3 isopropyl alcohol 10 wt%

water 90 wt%
Discharge liquid 1 carbon black 5 pigment ink (viscosity of about 15 cp) 5 wt%
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[0208] Conventionally, when a liquid that is difficult to discharge is employed, the low discharge speed exaggerates
differences in the discharge direction and adversely affects the accuracy in the landing of dots on a recording medium,
and as the quantity of liquid discharged varies due to the unstable discharge of liquid, an image of high quantity can
not be easilv obtained. With the structure in the above examples, bubbles are adequately and stably generated by
using the bubble generation liquid to stably discharge a liquid having a high viscosity. And as a result, the accuracy in
landing liquid droplets on a recording medium can be enhanced, the quantity of discharged ink can be stabilized, and
accordingly, the quality of a recorded image can be considerably improved.

<Manufacture of liquid discharge head>

[0209] The process for manufacturing a liquid discharge head will now be described.
[0210] To manufacture a liquid discharge head shown in Fig. 2, the base 34, for supporting the movable member
31, was formed on the device substrate 1 by patterning a dry film. The movable member 31 was bonded or welded to
the base 34. Then, a grooved member having a plurality of grooves that serve as the liquid flow paths 10, and a
recessed portion that serves as the common liquid chamber 13, was bonded to the device substrate 1 so that the
grooves corresponded to the movable members.
[0211] The process for manufacturing the liquid discharge head with the dual liquid flow path structure shown in Figs.
10 and 23 will now be described.
[0212] Fig. 23 is an exploded perspective view of the liquid discharge head.
[0213] Roughly speaking, the walls for second liquid flow paths 16 were formed on a device substrate 1, and a
partition wall 30 was attached thereto. Then, a grooved member 50, in which grooves were formed to serve as first
liquid flow paths 14, was bonded to the resultant structure. Otherwise, after the walls for the second liquid flow paths
16 were formed, the grooved member 50 to which the partition wall 30 was attached was bonded to the walls. The
liquid discharge head was thereafter completed.
[0214] The method for fabricating the second liquid flow paths will now be described in detail.
[0215] Figs. 24A to 24E are diagrams for explaining the method for manufacturing the liquid discharge head.
[0216] In this example, as is shown in Fig. 24A, an electro-thermal converting element having a heat-generating
member 2 made of hafnium boraide or tantalum nitride, was formed on a device substrate (silicon wafer) 1 using the
same manufacturing apparatus as is used in a semiconductor fabrication procedure. Then, the surface of the device
substrate 1 was rinsed to improve the adhesiveness for the application of a photosensitive resin at the following step.
To further enhance the adhesiveness, surface modification using ultraviolet ray-ozone was performed for the surface
of the device substrate, and a solution containing a silane coupling agent (A189, produced by Nihon Unika Co., Ltd.)
was diluted to 1 weight % with ethyl alcohol and was spin-coated on the modified surface.
[0217] Then, the surface was rinsed, and an ultraviolet photosensitive resin film (dry film ordil SY-318, produced by
Tokyo Ohka Kogyo Co., Ltd.) DF was laminated on the substrate 1 having improved adhesiveness, as is shown in Fig.
24B.
[0218] As is shown in Fig. 24C, a photomask PM was arranged above the dry film DF, and ultraviolet rays were used
to irradiate, via the photo mask PM, a portion of the dry film DF that remained as the second flow path wall. This
exposure step was performed with an exposure quantity of about 600 mJ/cm2 using a MPA-600 produced by Canon Inc.
[0219] Next, as is shown in Fig. 24D, the dry film DF was developed in a developing liquid (BMRC-3: produced by
Tokyo Ohka Kogyo Co., Ltd.) that consists of a mixture of xylene and butylcelsolvacetate. The non-exposed portion
was dissolved, and the exposed and cured portion formed the walls for the second liquid flow paths 16. The residue
on the surface of the device substrate 1 was processed by an oxygen plasma ashing apparatus (MAS-800: produced
by Alkantec Co., Ltd.) for 90 seconds and was removed. Then, the resultant substrate 1 was irradiated with ultraviolet
rays of 100 mJ/cm2 at 150°C for two hours to completely cure the exposed portion.

(continued)

styrene-acrylic acid-acrylic acid ethyl copolymer
(oxidation of 140, weight-average molecular weight of 8000)

1 wt%

monoethanolamine 0.25 wt%
glycerin 69 wt%
thiodiglycol 5 wt%
ethanol 3 wt%
water 16.75 wt%

Discharge liquid 2 polyethyleneglycol 200 (viscosity of 55 cp) 100 wt%
Discharge liquid 3 polyethyleneglycol 600 (viscosity of 150 cp) 100 wt%
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[0220] With the above described method, the second liquid flow paths can be accurately and uniformly formed for a
plurality of heater boards (device substrates) that are obtained by dividing the above silicon substrate. The silicon
substrate was cut and separated into heater boards 1 by a dicing machine (AWD-4000: produced by Tokyo Seimitsu
Co., Ltd.) to which a diamond blade of 0.05 mm thick is attached. The separated heater board 1 was fixed to an
aluminum base plate 70 with an adhesive (SE4400: Toray Industries, Inc.) (Fig. 27). Then, a printed wiring board 71,
which was bonded to the aluminum base plate 70 in advance, was connected to the heater board 1 with aluminum
wire (not shown) having a diameter of 0.05 mm.
[0221] As is shown in Fig. 24E, the assembly consisting of a grooved member 50 and a partition wall 30 was posi-
tioned and bonded to the thus acquired heater board 1 according to the above described method. That is, the grooved
member 50 having the partition wall 30 and the heater board 1 were positioned to each other, and then were joined
and fixed together by a presser bar spring 78. Then, an ink/bubble generation liquid supply member 80 was bonded
to the aluminum base plate 70, and the gap between the aluminum wirings and the gaps between the grooved member
50, the heater board 1 and the ink/bubble generation liquid supply member 80 were sealed with silicon silant (TSE399:
produced by Toshiba silicon Co., Ltd.).
[0222] Since the second liquid flow paths are formed by the above described method, they can be accurately posi-
tioned relative to corresponding heaters on the heater boards. In particular, when the grooved member 50 and the
partition wall 30 are bonded together in advance, the positional accuracy for the first liquid flow paths 14 and the
movable members 31 can be improved.
[0223] The liquid discharging can be stabilized by this highly accurate manufacturing technique, and printing quality
is improved. Further, since the liquid discharge head can be formed on a single wafer, a large quantity of heads can
be manufactured at a low cost.
[0224] Although, in this example, a dry film of an ultraviolet curing type was employed to form the second liquid flow
paths, a resin that has an absorption band for ultraviolet rays, especially around 248 nm, may be employed. After that
resin is laminated and cured, the resin at the portion that serves as the second liquid flow path can be removed directly
by an excimer layer to provide the liquid discharge head.
[0225] There is another manufacturing method.
[0226] Figs. 25A to 25D are diagrams for explaining a method for manufacturing a liquid discharge head according
to this other manufacturing method.
[0227] In this example, as is shown in Fig. 25A, a 15 µm thick resist 101 was patterned in the shape of the second
liquid flow path on an SUS substrate 100.
[0228] Then, as is shown in Fig. 25B, electroplating was performed on the SUS substrate 100, and nickel layers 102
also having a thickness of 15 µm were grown on the SUS substrate 100. The plating liquid contained sulfomin acid
nickel, a stress reduction agent (Zeroall: produced by World Metal Co., Ltd.), boric acid, a pit prevention agent (NP-APS:
produced by World Metal Co., Ltd.) and nickel chloride. For application of an electric field at elecrtrodeposition, an
electrode was provided on the anode side and the patterned SUS substrate 100 was provided on the cathode side,
the temperature of the plating liquid was 50°C, and the current density was 5A/cm2.
[0229] Next, as is shown in Fig. 25C, supersonic vibration was transmitted to the SUS substrate 100 for which the
plating was completed, and the nickel layers 102 were peeled off the SUS substrate 100 and used to form the desired
second liquid flow paths.
[0230] The heater board where the electro-thermal converting member was arranged was formed on a silicon wafer
by the same fabrication apparatus that is used for semiconductors. As in the previous examples, the silicon wafer was
separated into heater boards by a dicing machine. The heater board 1 was bonded to an aluminum base plate 70, to
which a printed board 104 was bonded, and a printed board 71 was connected to aluminum wire (not shown) to provide
electric wiring. As is shown in Fig. 25D, the second liquid flow paths that were previously obtained were positioned
against the heater board 1 and were fixed in place. These components were engaged and secured by a plate, to which
the partition wall was fixed, and a presser bar spring, in the same manner as was done in the first example. Thus, the
flow path and the heater board need only be fixed in place so that a shift in position does not occur when the plate is
bonded.
[0231] In this example, an ultraviolet curing adhesive (Amicon UV-300: Grace Japan Co., Ltd.) was coated for posi-
tioning and fixing, and the resultant structure was irradiated by an ultraviolet irradiation apparatus with an exposure
quantity of 100 mJ/cm2 for three seconds to complete the fixing.
[0232] According to the above described method, the second liquid flow paths can be accurately positioned relative
to the heat-generating member, and since the flow path walls are formed of nickel, they are not easily affected by an
alkaline liquid. As a result, a reliable liquid discharge head could be provided.
[0233] There is an additional manufacturing method.
[0234] Figs. 26A to 26D are diagrams for explaining a method for manufacturing a liquid discharge head according
to this additional manufacturing method.
[0235] In this example, as is shown in Fig. 26A, a resist 103 was coated on both sides of a 15 µm thick SUS substrate
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100 that has alignment holes or marks lOOa. PMERP-AR900 produced by Tokyo Ohka Kogyo Co., Ltd. was employed
as the resist 103.
[0236] Then, as is shown in Fig. 26B, exposure was performed by an exposure apparatus (MPA-600: produced by
Canon Inc.) so as to be adjusted to the alignment holes 100a of the device substrate 100, and the resists 103 at the
portions where the second liquid flow paths were to be formed were removed. Exposure was conducted with an ex-
posure quantity of 800 mJ/cm2.
[0237] Next, as is shown in Fig. 26C, the SUS substrate 100 where the resists 103 were patterned on both sides
was immersed in an etching liquid (an aqueous solution of iron chloride (II) or copper chloride (II)), and the exposed
portions from the resists 103 were etched away. Then, the resists 103 were peeled off.
[0238] Finally, as is shown in Fig. 26D, in the same manner as for the previous embodiments, the etched SUS
substrate 100 was positioned and fixed to the heater board 1 to provide a liquid discharge head having the second
liquid flow paths 4.
[0239] According to the method in this example, the second liquid flow paths 4 can be accurately positioned relative
to the heaters. Since the flow paths are formed of SUS, they are not easily damaged by acid and alkaline liquid. A
reliable liquid discharge head can therefore be provided.
[0240] As is described above, according to the methods in the above example, since the walls for the second liquid
flow paths are formed on the device substrate in advance, the electro-thermal converting member and the second
liquid flow paths can be positioned accurately. Before the board is separated to obtain multiple device substrates, the
second liquid flow paths can be formed at the same time for those multiple device substrates. Accordingly, a large
quantity of liquid discharge heads can be provided at a low cost.
[0241] In addition, in a liquid discharge head that is manufactured by the above method of this example, since the
heat-generating member and the second liquid flow paths are accurately positioned, the pressure due to bubbles,
which are generated by the heat provided by the electro-thermal converting member, can be received efficiently, and
a superior discharge force is acquired.

<Liquid discharge head cartridge>

[0242] A liquid discharge cartridge on which a liquid discharge head is mounted will be schematically explained.
[0243] Fig. 27 is an exploded perspective view of a liquid discharge head cartridge.
[0244] As is shown in Fig. 27, the liquid discharge head cartridge mainly comprises a liquid discharge head 200 and
a liquid container 80.
[0245] The liquid discharge head 200 comprises a device substrate 1, a partition wall 30, a grooved member 50, a
presser bar spring 78, a liquid supply member 90 and a support member 70. As was previously described, a plurality
of heat generating resistance members are arranged in a row on the device substrate 1 to apply heat to bubble liquid.
Further, a plurality of functional devices are arranged on the device substrate 1 to selectively drive the heat generating
resistance members. A bubble generation liquid path is defined between the device substrate 1 and the partition wall
30 having a movable member, and bubble generation liquid flows along the path. A discharge liquid path (not shown)
is defined by bonding the partition wall 30 to the grooved plate 50, and discharge liquid flows along the path.
[0246] The presser bar spring 78 acts on the grooved member 50 by applying a pressing force toward the device
substrate 1. With this force, the device substrate 1, the partition wall 30, the grooved member 50 and the support
member 70, which will be described later, are satisfactorily assembled.
[0247] The support member 70 is used to support the device substrate 1. On the support member 80 are arranged
a circuit board 71, which is connected to the device substrate 1 to supply an electric signal, and a contact pad 72,
which is connected to an apparatus to exchange electric signals with the apparatus.
[0248] In the liquid container 90 are separately retained a discharge liquid, such as ink, that is supplied to the liquid
discharge head and a bubble generation liquid that is used for generating bubbles. A positioning section 94, which is
employed to position a connecting member that is used for connection between the liquid discharge head and the liquid
container, and a fixed shaft 95, which is used to fix the connection portion, are provided outside the liquid container
90. The discharge liquid is supplied from the discharge liquid supply path 92 in the liquid container 90 along a supply
path 84 in the connection member to a discharge liquid supply path 81 in a liquid supply member 80, and finally, via
discharge liquid supply paths 83, 71 and 21 of individual members, to the first common liquid chamber. Similarly, the
bubble generation liquid is supplied from the discharge liquid supply path 93 in the liquid container 90 along the supply
path in the connection member to a bubble generation liquid supply path 82 in the liquid supply member 80, and finally,
via bubble generation liquid supply paths 84, 71 and 22 of individual members, to the second common liquid chamber.
[0249] For the liquid discharge head cartridge, the supply routes and the liquid container have been explained for
when the bubble generation liquid and the discharge liquid are different liquids. When these liquids are the same, the
supply route and the liquid container need not be separated for the supply of the bubble generation liquid and for the
discharge liquid.
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[0250] The liquid container may be used by refilling it with liquids after the original liquids are expended. To do this,
it is preferable that liquid entering ports be provided for the container. The liquid discharge head and the liquid container
may either be formed integrally or separately.

<Liquid discharge apparatus>

[0251] Fig. 28 is a schematic diagram illustrating the structure of a liquid discharge apparatus.
[0252] In this embodiment, an ink discharge recording apparatus that employs ink as discharge liquid will be ex-
plained. On a carriage HC of the liquid discharge apparatus is mounted a head cartridge, to which a liquid tank 90
containing ink and a liquid discharge head 200 can be detachably attached. The carriage HC reciprocates in the di-
rection of the width of a recording medium 150, such as a recording sheet, that is fed by a recording medium feeding
means.
[0253] When a driving signal is supplied from driving signal supply means (not shown) to the liquid discharge means
on the carriage HC, liquid is discharged toward the recording medium from the liquid discharge head.
[0254] The liquid discharge apparatus includes a motor 111 that serves as a driving source for driving the recording
medium feeding means and the carriage HC; gears 112 and 113 for transmitting power from the driving source to the
carriage HC; and a carriage shaft 115. When liquid was discharged toward various types of recording media by this
recording apparatus according to the liquid discharge method, satisfactory images could be obtained.
[0255] Fig. 29 is a block diagram illustrating the entire arrangement of a recording apparatus that employs the liquid
discharge method and the liquid discharge head to record images by discharging ink.
[0256] The recording apparatus receives print data 401 as a control signal from a host computer 300. The print data
is temporarily held in an input interface 301. At the same time, the print data is converted into data that can be processed
inside the apparatus, and the resultant data is transmitted to a CPU 302, which also serves as head driving signal
supply means. Based on a control program stored in a ROM 303, the CPU 302 processes the received data using a
peripheral unit, such as a RAM 304, and converts the raw data into image data.
[0257] In addition, in order to record the image data at a suitable position on a recording sheet, the CPU 302 prepares
driving data used for driving the motor that moves the recording sheet and the recording head synchronously with the
image data. The image data and motor driving data are transmitted respectively via a head driver 307 and a motor
driver 305 to the head 200 and the drive motor 306, which are driven at controlled timings to form images.
[0258] The recording medium, which can be employed for the above recording apparatus and toward which liquid
such as ink is discharged, is one of various types of paper, an OHP sheet, a plastic material used for compact disks
and decorative laminated sheets, a fabric, a metal such as aluminum or copper, a leather such as oxhide, pig skin or
artificial leather, a wood such as plywood, bamboo, ceramics such as tiles, or a three-dimensional net structure such
as a sponge.
[0259] The recording apparatus includes a printer for printing on various types of paper and OHP sheets; a plastic
recording apparatus for recording on a plastic material, such as compact disks; a metal recording apparatus for re-
cording on metal plates; a leather recording apparatus for recording on a leather; a wood recording apparatus for
recording on a wood; a ceramics recording apparatus for recording on ceramics; a recording apparatus for recording
on a three-dimensional net structure such as a sponge; or a textile printing apparatus for printing on a fabric.
[0260] Liquids that match individual recording media and recording conditions can be used as the discharge liquids
for these liquid discharge apparatuses.

<Recording system>

[0261] An explanation will now be given for an example of an ink-jet recording system that employs the liquid dis-
charge head as a recording head when recording an image on a recording medium.
[0262] Fig. 30 is a specific diagram for explaining the structure of an ink-jet recording system that employs liquid
discharge heads 201a to 201d.
[0263] The liquid discharge head 201 is a full-line type head where a plurality of discharge openings are arranged
at intervals of 360 dpi along a length that corresponds to the effective recording width of a recording medium 227. Four
corresponding heads for the colors yellow (Y), magenta (M), cyan (C) and black (Bk) are held parallel to one another
by a holder 202 at predetermined intervals in direction X.
[0264] Signals are supplied to these four heads from head drivers 307 comprising driving signal supply means, and
the heads are driven in response to the signals.
[0265] Four inks of colors, Y, M, C and Bk, are supplied respectively by ink containers 204a to 204d to the heads. A
bubble generation liquid container 204e is used to retain a bubble generation liquid. The bubble generation liquid is
supplied by this container to the heads.
[0266] Head caps 203a to 203d that have internal ink absorption members, such as sponges, are located below the
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respective heads. When no recording is being performed, the caps 203a to 203d cover the discharge openings of the
heads 201 to protect them.
[0267] A feed belt 206 is feeding means for feeding the various recording media that were described in the previous
examples. The feed belt 206 lies along a predetermined route supported by rollers, and is driven by a driving roller
connected to the motor driver 305.
[0268] In this ink-jet recording system, a pre-processor 251 and a post-processor 252 are respectively provided
upstream and downstream along the recording medium feeding route, and perform various processes for the recording
medium before and after printing is performed.
[0269] The pre-process and the post-process differ depending on the recording medium type and the ink type. For
example, a recording medium such as a metal, a plastic and ceramics, is irradiated by ultraviolet rays and ozone as a
pre-process to activate the surface of the recording medium, so that the attachment of ink is enhanced. Other recording
media such as plastic that tend to generate static electricity may attract dust that adheres to its surface to thereby
interrupt the recording process. Therefore, as the pre-process for such media, static electricity is removed from a
recording medium by an ionizer so that dust on the recording surface can be removed. Further, when a fabric is em-
ployed as a recording medium, as the pre-process, an alkaline substance, an aqueous substance, a synthetic polymer,
an aqueous metal complex salt, urea, or thiourea is applied to the recording material from the viewpoint of improving
the prevention of oozing and the degree of exhaustion. The pre-processes are not limited to those mentioned above,
and they may involve the setting of the temperature of a recording medium to a temperature that is appropriate for
recording.
[0270] The post-process includes a thermal process, a fixing process for promoting the fixing of ink by irradiation
with ultraviolet rays, or a process for removing a processing agent that was provided in the pre-process and was not
removed during printing.
[0271] In this example, a full-line head type has been employed, but the liquid discharge head is not limited to this
type. The previously described compact head may be moved in the direction of the width of the recording medium to
record images.

<Head kit>

[0272] A head kit of which one component is a liquid discharge head will now be described.
[0273] Fig. 31 is a specific diagram showing a head kit.
[0274] In a kit container 501 of the head kit in Fig. 31 are stored a head 510, which has an ink discharging portion
511 for discharging ink; an ink container 520, which is a liquid container that can be included as a part of the head 510
or as a separate part; and ink refilling means for holding ink for refilling the ink container 520.
[0275] When the supply of ink in the ink container 520 is exhausted, an insertion portion (injection needle) 531 of
the ink refilling means is partially inserted into a communication opening 521 in the ink container 520, the portion
connected to the head, or into an opening in the wall of the ink container 520, so that the ink in the ink refilling means
can be transferred to the ink container 520 via the inserted portion 531.
[0276] Since the liquid discharge head, the ink container and the ink refilling means are stored in a single kit container
and constitute a head kit, even when the ink container has been emptied, it can be easily refilled with ink and recording
can be quickly resumed.
[0277] Although the head kit in this example has ink refilling means, another type of head kit can be employed with
which ink refilling means is not provided, for which a separate ink container filled with ink and a head are stored in a
kit container 510.
[0278] Although only the ink refilling means for refilling the ink container is shown in Fig. 31, in addition to the ink
container, bubble generation liquid refilling means may be stored in the kit container to refill a bubble liquid container.
[0279] The embodiments of the present invention will now be described while referring to the drawings.

(Embodiment 1)

[0280] Figs. 32A and 32B are cross-sectional views of the main portion according to a first embodiment of the liquid
discharge head of the present invention.
[0281] As is shown in Figs. 32A and 32B, the liquid discharge head comprises: a discharge opening 718 through
which liquid is to be discharged; a first supply path 720 having a pipe shape; a first liquid flow path 714, formed of
stainless steel, along which liquid that is supplied to the first supply path 720 is introduced to the discharge opening
718; a heat-generating member 702 for providing thermal energy to generate a bubble in the liquid; a device substrate
701 which is supported by a support member 770 made of aluminum and on which the heat-generating member 702
is arranged; a second supply path 721 along which bubble generation liquid is supplied from a second liquid chamber;
a second liquid flow path 716 along which the liquid that is supplied to the second supply path 721 is introduced to a
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bubble-generating region 711; a movable member 731 which is displaced by pressure exerted by a bubble that is
produced in the bubble-generating region 711; and a partition wall 730 that includes the movable member 731. The
first supply path 720 communicates with a first liquid chamber (not shown) where a discharge liquid is retained, and
the discharge liquid is supplied from the first liquid chamber. The first liquid flow path 714 communicates with the
discharge opening 718 and the first supply path 720. The second supply path 721 communicates with the second liquid
chamber (not shown) storing the bubble generation liquid for the generation of bubbles in the bubble-generating region
711, which is located above the heat-generating member 702. The second liquid flow path communicates with the
second supply path 721. The movable member 731 faces the bubble-generating region 711, the movable member 731
has a free end close to the discharge opening 718 and a fulcrum at the opposite end, and is so located that it separates
the first liquid flow path 714 and the second liquid flow path 716. The movable member 731 is displaced toward the
first liquid flow path 714 by pressure produced when a bubble is generated in the bubble-generating region 711 and
connects the first liquid flow path 714 to the second liquid flow path 716. The partition wall 730 separates the first liquid
flow path 714 and the second liquid flow path 716. The first supply path 720 is not limited to a pipe shape having a
circular cross section, and may be a pipe shape having a rectangular cross section. The member for forming the first
liquid flow path 714 has the same thermal expansion coefficient as the support member 770.
[0282] The structures of the first supply path 720 and the second supply path 721 will now be explained in detail.
[0283] Figs. 33A and 33B are perspective views of the structure of the second supply path 721 shown in Figs. 32A
and 32B. Fig. 33A is a diagram showing the second supply path 721 provided for each second liquid flow path 716,
and Fig. 33B is a diagram showing the second supply path 721 that is integrally formed with the partition wall 730 and
that is provided only on the right and left sides. Figs. 34A and 34B are rear views of the first supply path 720 and the
second supply path 721 shown in Figs. 32A and 32B. Fig. 34A is a diagram showing the second supply path 721
provided for each second liquid flow path 716, and Fig. 34B is a diagram showing the second supply path 721 that is
integrally formed with the partition wall 730 and is provided only on the right and left sides.
[0284] As is shown in Figs. 33A, 33B, 34A and 34B, the second supply path 721 and the second supply port 721a
provided corresponding thereto can be provided for each second liquid flow path 716, or can be provided only on the
right and left sides when the path 721 is integrally formed with the partition wall 730. The liquid is to be supplied from
both sides of the first supply path 720.
[0285] Figs. 35 to 37 are perspective views of the liquid discharge head according to the present invention. Fig. 35
is a diagram showing the liquid discharge head where the partition wall is integrally formed and the second supply path
is provided only on the right and left sides. Fig. 36 is a diagram showing the liquid discharge head where the partition
wall is integrally formed and the second supply path is provided for each liquid flow path. Fig. 37 is a diagram showing
the liquid discharge head where the partition wall is separated for each liquid flow path.
[0286] The operation for the thus structured liquid discharge heads will now be described.
[0287] The discharge liquid is supplied from the first supply path 720 via the first supply port 720a to the first liquid
flow path 714. The bubble formation liquid is supplied from the second supply path 721 via the second supply port
721a to the second liquid flow path 716. At this time, the movable member 731 separates the first liquid flow path 714
from the second liquid flow path 716.
[0288] A bubble is produced at the bubble-generating region 711 by heat generated by the heat-generating member
702. As the bubble grows, the free end of the movable member 731 is displaced toward the first liquid flow path 714,
so that the first liquid flow path 714 communicates with the second liquid flow path 716.
[0289] As a result, in accordance with the displacement of the movable member 731, the pressure exerted by gen-
eration of the bubble is directed toward the discharge opening 718 along the movable member 731, and a liquid in the
first liquid flow path 714 can be efficiently discharged through the discharge opening 718.
[0290] When the bubble has shrunk and finally disappears, the movable member 731 is closed and again separates
the first liquid flow path 714 from the second liquid flow path 716.
[0291] When the movable member 731 is closed, the discharge liquid is supplied from the first supply path 720 via
the first supply port 720a to the first liquid flow path 714 to refill the area in the vicinity of the discharge opening 718.
The bubble generation liquid is also supplied from the second supply path 721 via the second supply port 721a to the
second liquid flow path 716, to refill the area in the vicinity of the bubble-generating region 711.
[0292] The above described liquid discharge heads are an elongated type constituted by a plurality of device sub-
strates. The first supply path 720 having a pipe shape and the second supply path 721 are integrally formed, and this
assembly is inserted into the head during the manufacturing process.

(Embodiment 2)

[0293] Fig. 38 is a cross-sectional view of the main portion according to the second embodiment of the liquid discharge
head of the present invention.
[0294] As is shown in Fig. 38, the liquid discharge head comprises: a discharge opening 818 through which liquid is
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to be discharged; a first supply path 820 having a pipe shape; a first liquid flow path 814, formed of stainless steel,
along which a liquid supplied to the first supply path 820 is introduced to the discharge opening 818; a heat-generating
member 802 for providing thermal energy to generate bubbles in the liquid; a device substrate 801, which is supported
by a support member 870 made of aluminum and on which the heat-generating member 802 is arranged; a second
supply path 821 having a pipe shape, along which a bubble generation liquid is supplied from a second liquid chamber;
a second liquid flow path 816 along which the liquid supplied to the second supply path 821 is introduced to a bubble-
generating region 811; a movable member 831 that is displaced by pressure produced when a bubble is generated in
the bubble-generating region 811; and a partition wall 830 that includes the movable member 831. The first supply
path 820 communicates with a first liquid chamber (not shown) where a discharge liquid is retained, and the discharge
liquid is supplied from the first liquid chamber. The first liquid flow path 814 communicates with the discharge opening
818 and the first supply path 820. The second supply path 821 communicates with the second liquid chamber (not
shown) where a bubble generation liquid is retained to generate bubbles in the bubble-generating region 811, which
is located above the heat-generating member 802. The second liquid flow path communicates with the second supply
path 821. The movable member 831 faces the bubble-generating region 811, the movable member 831 has a free end
close to the discharge opening 818 and a fulcrum at the opposite end, and is so located that it separates the first liquid
flow path 814 and the second liquid flow path 816. The movable member 831 is displaced toward the first liquid flow
path 814 by pressure produced when a bubble is generated in the bubble-generating region 811 and connects the first
liquid flow path 814 to the second liquid flow path 816. The partition wall 830 separates the first liquid flow path 814
and the second liquid flow path 816. The first supply path 820 and the second supply path 821 are not limited to a pipe
shape having a circular cross section, and may have a pipe shape having a rectangular cross section. The member
for forming the first liquid flow path 814 has the same thermal expansion coefficient as the support member 870.
[0295] The structures of the first supply path 820 and the second supply path 821 will now be explained in detail.
[0296] Fig. 39 is a diagram illustrating the structures of the first supply path 820 and the second supply path 821
shown in Fig. 38.
[0297] As is shown in Fig. 39, a liquid is supplied, from both sides, to the first supply path 820 and the second supply
path 821, both of which have a pipe shape. The liquid is supplied via the first supply ports 820a and the second supply
ports 821a to the first liquid flow path 814 and the second liquid flow path 816.
[0298] The above described liquid discharge heads are an elongated type constituted by a plurality of device sub-
strates. The first supply path 820 having a pipe shape and the second supply path 821 are integrally formed, and this
assembly is inserted into the head during the manufacturing process. In addition, as is shown in Fig. 39, in the process
for forming the first supply path 820 and the second supply path 821, both ends from which the liquid is supplied are
assembled after the supply paths 820 and 821 are formed.
[0299] The recovery operation of the liquid discharge head will now be explained.
[0300] Figs. 40A to 40D are diagrams for explaining an example recovery operation performed by the liquid discharge
head according to the present invention. The first and second supply paths 820 and 821 are connected at each end
of the head to a respective reservoir, and means are provided to circulate liquids from the reservoirs through the supply
paths. Valve means or the like are also provided so that communication between the supply paths and their respective
reservoirs can be closed off.
[0301] In the recovery operation performed by the liquid discharge head, as is shown in Figs. 40A to 40D, first, the
first supply path 820 to which the discharge liquid is supplied is closed, and circulation recovery is performed for the
second supply path 821 to which the bubble generation liquid is supplied (Fig. 40A).
[0302] Then, while the first supply path 820 is closed, pressure is applied in the second supply path 821 from both
sides to discharge the bubble generation liquid from the second supply ports 821a (Fig. 40B).
[0303] Next, the second supply path 821 is closed, and the circulation recovery is performed for the first supply path
820 (Fig. 40C).
[0304] Finally, while the second supply path 821 is closed, the first supply path 820 is pressurized from both sides
to discharge the discharge liquid from the first supply ports 820a, and also to discharge the bubble formation liquid
that is mixed in the discharge liquid (Fig. 40D).

(Embodiment 3)

[0305] Figs. 41A to 41C are diagrams for explaining the third embodiment according to the present invention. Fig.
41A is a diagram showing a liquid discharge head in which a bubble is retained near the discharge opening in the
second liquid flow path. Fig. 41B is a diagram showing a liquid discharge head from which the portion retaining a bubble
has been removed. Fig. 41C is a diagram showing a liquid discharge head in which a wall is extended up to and under
a movable member.
[0306] As is shown in Fig. 41A, in the liquid discharge head wherein a bubble is generated at a bubble-generating
region 911 by the heat provided by a heat-generating member 902, and a movable member 931 is displaced toward
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a first liquid flow path 914 by the pressure exerted to discharge the liquid in the first liquid flow path 914 through a
discharge opening 918, the bubble that is generated at the bubble-generating region 911 is retained at a location nearer
the discharge opening 918 (portion A in Fig. 41A) than the movable member 931 in the second liquid flow path 916.
The recovery of the supply path is difficult.
[0307] Then, as is shown in Fig. 41B, a wall 936 before the bubble-generating region 911 is extended to the location
of the free end of the movable member 936, and the portion A shown in Fig. 41A is removed. Therefore, an area does
not exist where a bubble that is generated at the bubble-generating region 911 may be retained.
[0308] In addition, as is shown in Fig. 41C, when the wall 936 in front of the bubble-generating region 911 is extended
up to and under the movable member 931, the wall 936 can serve as a member that restricts the downward movement
of the movable member 931. Thus, there is more assurance that the first liquid flow path 914 and the second liquid
flow path 916 will be separated, and that accordingly, the discharge liquid and the bubble generation liquid will be held
separate.
[0309] Since the present invention is structured as described above, the following effects can be obtained.

(1) A liquid to be discharged is introduced from the first liquid chamber to a discharge opening via the first supply
path and the first flow paths, and a liquid to generate bubbles is introduced from the second liquid chamber via
the second supply path and the second liquid flow path to a bubble-generating region that is formed on a heat-
generating member. Since the liquid to be discharged and the liquid for generating bubbles are separated, the
liquid to be discharged is not brought into contact with the heat-generating member. Therefore, when a liquid that
is easily damaged by heat is to be discharged, no precipitate due to burning is deposited on the heat-generating
member.

Thus, kinds of a discharge liquid to be used can be increased, and a liquid that is easily damaged by heat can
also be employed.
(2) Even with an elongated head, rapid refilling can be effected uniformly and stably.
(3) For the integral formation of the first and the second supply paths having a pipe shape, a conventional manu-
facturing method can be employed, even when a liquid discharge head is an elongated type and a plurality of
device substrates are provided.

Claims

1. A liquid discharge head comprising:

a plurality of first liquid flow paths (714) each communicating with a respective discharge opening (718) for
discharging liquid;
at least one second liquid flow path (716) associated with a plurality of bubble-generating regions (711) in
which, in use, bubbles are generated in the liquid by heating the liquid; and
a plurality of movable members (731) each located between a respective one of said first liquid flow paths
(714) and a corresponding one of said bubble-generating regions (711), each of said movable members (731)
being operable to move toward the respective first liquid flow path (714) in response to pressure exerted by
bubble generation in said corresponding bubble-generating region (711) to direct the pressure toward said
respective discharge opening (718),

wherein said plurality of first liquid flow paths (714) communicate with a common liquid chamber (715), and
the ink discharge head further comprises a first supply path (720) for supplying liquid to the liquid chamber (715)
through a plurality of first supply ports (720a).

2. A liquid discharge head according to claim 1, wherein the movable member (731) has a free end on the side of
said discharge opening (718), the free end being operable to move toward said first liquid path (714) in response
to said pressure exerted by bubble generation in the bubble generating region (711) to direct the pressure toward
the discharge opening (718).

3. A liquid discharge head according to claim 1 or 2, wherein said liquid discharge head comprises a plurality of said
second liquid flow paths (716), wherein the plurality of second liquid flow paths (716) communicate with a common
second liquid chamber (717), and wherein the ink discharge head further comprises a second supply path (721)
for supplying said liquid to the second liquid chamber (717).

4. A liquid discharge head according to any preceding claim, wherein a heat-generating member (702) for generating
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heat is associated with each bubble-generating region (711) of said at least one second liquid flow path (716).

5. A liquid discharge head according to claim 4, wherein said heat-generating member (702) is provided in a device
substrate (701).

6. A liquid discharge head according to claim 5, wherein a support member (770) for supporting said device substrate
(701) is provided.

7. A liquid discharge head according to claim 6, wherein a thermal expansion coefficient for a member for forming
said first supply path (720) is almost equal to a thermal expansion coefficient for said support member (770).

8. A liquid discharge head according to claim 6 or 7 wherein said support member (770) is composed of aluminum.

9. A liquid discharge head according to any of claims 6 to 8, wherein a plurality of said device substrates are provided
on said support member (770), and a separate wall (730) having said movable members (731) extends over said
plurality of device substrates.

10. A liquid discharge head according to any of claims 6 to 8, wherein a plurality of said device substrates are provided
on said support member (770), and a plurality of walls (730) are provided with each of the plurality of walls com-
prising at least one of said movable members (731).

11. A liquid discharge head according to claim 3, wherein said first supply path (720) and said second supply path
(721) are separately formed in an integral member.

12. A liquid discharge head according to any preceding claim, wherein a member for forming said first supply path
(720) is made of stainless steel.

13. A liquid discharge head according to any preceding claim, wherein said first liquid chamber (715) has two ends
and the plurality of first supply ports (720a) communicate with said first liquid chamber near both ends of said first
liquid chamber (715).

14. A liquid discharge head according to claim 1, wherein said liquid discharge head comprises a plurality of device
substrates each having plural first liquid flow paths (714),

wherein said first supply path (720) has a pipe shape and is provided over said plurality of said device sub-
strates, and

wherein said first supply path (720) is operable to supply liquid to be discharged to said first liquid flow paths
(714) of each of said device substrates.

15. A liquid discharge head according to claim 14, wherein said liquid discharge head comprises a plurality of said
second liquid flow paths (716), which communicate with a common second liquid chamber, and a second supply
path (721) for supplying liquid to the second liquid chamber,

wherein each device substrate has plural second liquid flow paths (716),
wherein said second supply path (721) has a pipe shape and is provided over said plurality of device sub-

strates, and
wherein said second supply path (721) is operable to supply liquid to be discharged to said second liquid

flow paths (716) of each of said device substrates.

16. A liquid discharge head according to claim 2, wherein said liquid discharge head comprises a plurality of said
second liquid flow paths (716), which communicate with a common second liquid chamber, and a second supply
path (721) for supplying liquid to the second liquid chamber,

wherein said second liquid flow path (716) ends at the location of said free end of said movable member
(730), opposite to the side on which said second flow path communicates with said second supply path (721).

17. A liquid discharge head according to claim 3, wherein said second liquid flow path (716) ends at the location of a
lower portion of said movable member (730), opposite to the side on which said second liquid flow path (716)
communicates with said second supply path (721).

18. A method for recovering the liquid discharge head of claim 15, comprising the steps of:
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supplying a liquid to said second supply path while both ends of said first supply path (720) are closed;
applying pressure to said second supply path (721) from both ends thereof while both of said ends of said first
supply path (720) are closed;
supplying a liquid to said first supply path (720) while both ends of said second supply path (721) are closed; and
applying pressure to said first supply path (720) from both ends thereof while both of said ends of said second
supply path (721) are closed, whereby recoveries for said first supply path and said second supply path are
performed.

19. A liquid discharge apparatus comprising:

a liquid discharge head according to any of claims 1 to 17; and driving signal supply means for supplying a
driving signal to discharge a liquid from said liquid discharge head.

20. A liquid discharge apparatus comprising:

a liquid discharge head according to any of claims 1 to 17; and
recording medium transfer means for transferring a recording medium onto which a liquid is discharged from
said liquid discharge head.

21. A liquid discharge apparatus according to claim 19 or 20, wherein, in use, recording is performed by discharging
ink from said liquid discharge head and landing said ink on a recording sheet.

22. A liquid discharge apparatus according to claim 19 or 20, wherein, in use, recording is performed by discharging
ink from said liquid discharge head and landing said ink on a fabric.

23. A liquid discharge apparatus according to claim 19 or 20, wherein, in use, recording is performed by discharging
ink from said liquid discharge head and landing said ink on a plastic.

24. A liquid discharge apparatus according to claim 19 or 20, wherein, in use, recording is performed by discharging
ink from said liquid discharge head and landing said ink on metal.

25. A liquid discharge apparatus according to claim 19 or 20, wherein, in use, recording is performed by discharging
ink from said liquid discharge head and landing said ink on wood.

26. A liquid discharge apparatus according to claim 19 or 20, wherein, in use, recording is performed by discharging
ink from said liquid discharge head and landing said ink on a leather.

27. A liquid discharge apparatus according to claim 19 or 20, wherein, in use, color recording is performed by dis-
charging a plurality of color liquids from said liquid discharge head and by landing said plurality of color liquids on
a recording medium.

28. A liquid discharge apparatus according to claim 19 or 20, wherein a plurality of discharge openings are arranged
so as to cover all of an effective recording region on a recording medium.

Patentansprüche

1. Flüssigkeitsausstoßkopf, der aufweist:

- eine Vielzahl von ersten Flüssigkeitsströmungskanälen (714), die jeweils mit einer jeweiligen Ausstoßöffnung
(718) zum Ausstoß von Flüssigkeit in Verbindung sind,

- mindestens einen zweiten Flüssigkeitsströmungskanal (716), der mit einer Vielzahl von Blasenerzeugungs-
bereichen (711) verbunden ist, in welchen im Anwendungsfall durch Erhitzen der Flüssigkeit in der Flüssigkeit
Blasen erzeugt werden, und

- eine Vielzahl von beweglichen Elementen (731), die jeweils zwischen einem jeweiligen der ersten Flüssig-
keitsströmungskanäle (714) und einem entsprechenden einen der Blasenerzeugungsbereiche (711) angeord-
net sind, wobei jedes der beweglichen Elemente (731) betreibbar ist, sich als Reaktion auf Druck, der durch
Blasenerzeugung in dem entsprechenden Blasenerzeugungsbereich (711) ausgeübt ist, zu dem jeweiligen
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ersten Flüssigkeitsströmungskanal (714) zu bewegen, um den Druck zu der jeweiligen Ausstoßöffnung (718)
zu richten,

wobei die Vielzahl von ersten Flüssigkeitsströmungskanälen (714) mit einer gemeinsamen Flüssigkeitskam-
mer (715) in Verbindung ist und der Tintenausstoßkopf ferner einen ersten Zuführkanal (720) zum Zuführen von
Flüssigkeit durch eine Vielzahl von ersten Zuführöffnungen (720a) zu der Flüssigkeitskammer (715) aufweist.

2. Flüssigkeitsausstoßkopf gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei das bewegliche Element (731) ein freies Ende auf der Seite
der Ausstoßöffnung (718) aufweist, wobei das freie Ende betreibbar ist, sich als Reaktion auf den Druck, der durch
Blasenerzeugung in dem Blasenerzeugungsbereich (711) ausgeübt wird, zu dem ersten Flüssigkeitsströmungs-
kanal (714) zu bewegen, um den Druck zu der Ausstoßöffnung (718) zu richten.

3. Flüssigkeitsausstoßkopf gemäß Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei der Flüssigkeitsausstoßkopf eine Vielzahl der zweiten
Flüssigkeitsströmungskanäle (716) aufweist, wobei die Vielzahl von zweiten Flüssigkeitsströmungskanälen (716)
mit einer gemeinsamen zweiten Flüssigkeitskammer (717) in Verbindung ist, und wobei der Tintenausstoßkopf
ferner einen zweiten Zuführkanal (721) zum Zuführen der Flüssigkeit zu der zweiten Flüssigkeitskammer (717)
aufweist.

4. Flüssigkeitsausstoßkopf gemäß einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei ein Wärmeerzeugungselement
(702) zum Erzeugen von Wärme jedem Blasenerzeugungsbereich (711) des mindestens einen zweiten Flüssig-
keitsströmungskanals (716) zugeordnet ist.

5. Flüssigkeitsausstoßkopf gemäß Anspruch 4, wobei das Wärmeerzeugungselement (702) in einem Vorrichtungs-
substrat (701) angeordnet ist.

6. Flüssigkeitsausstoßkopf gemäß Anspruch 5, wobei ein Tragelement (770) zum Tragen des Vorrichtungssubstrats
(701) angeordnet ist.

7. Flüssigkeitsausstoßkopf gemäß Anspruch 6, wobei ein Wärmeausdehnungskoeffizient eines Elements zum Aus-
bilden des ersten Zuführkanals (720) nahezu gleich einem Wärmeausdehnungskoeffizienten des Tragelements
(770) ist.

8. Flüssigkeitsausstoßkopf gemäß Anspruch 6 oder 7, wobei das Tragelement (770) aus Aluminium besteht.

9. Flüssigkeitsausstoßkopf gemäß einem der Ansprüche 6 bis 8, wobei eine Vielzahl der Vorrichtungssubstrate auf
dem Tragelement (770) angeordnet ist und sich eine gesonderte Wand (730), welche die beweglichen Elemente
(731) aufweist, über die Vielzahl von Vorrichtungssubstraten erstreckt.

10. Flüssigkeitsausstoßkopf gemäß einem der Ansprüche 6 bis 8, wobei eine Vielzahl der Vorrichtungssubstrate auf
dem Tragelement (770) angeordnet ist und eine Vielzahl von Wänden (730) mit jeder der Vielzahl von Wänden
angeordnet ist, die mindestens eines der beweglichen Elemente (731) aufweisen.

11. Flüssigkeitsausstoßkopf gemäß Anspruch 3, wobei der erste Zuführkanal (720) und der zweite Zuführkanal (721)
in einem einstückigen Element getrennt ausgebildet sind.

12. Flüssigkeitsausstoßkopf gemäß einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei ein Element zum Ausbilden des
ersten Zuführkanals (720) aus rostfreiem Stahl hergestellt ist.

13. Flüssigkeitsausstoßkopf gemäß einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei die erste Flüssigkeitskammer (715)
zwei Enden aufweist und die Vielzahl der ersten Zuführöffnungen (720a) mit der ersten Flüssigkeitskammer nahe
beiden Enden der ersten Flüssigkeitskammer (715) in Verbindung ist.

14. Flüssigkeitsausstoßkopf gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei der Flüssigkeitsausstoßkopf eine Vielzahl von Vorrichtungs-
substraten aufweist, die jeweils eine Vielzahl von ersten Flüssigkeitsströmungskanälen (714) aufweisen,

wobei der erste Zuführkanal (720) eine Rohrform aufweist und über der Vielzahl der Vorrichtungssubstrate
angeordnet ist, und

wobei der erste Zuführkanal (720) betreibbar ist, auszustoßende Flüssigkeit den ersten Flüssigkeitsströ-
mungskanälen (714) jedem der Vorrichtungssubstrate zuzuführen.
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15. Flüssigkeitsausstoßkopf gemäß Anspruch 14, wobei der Flüssigkeitsausstoßkopf eine Vielzahl der zweiten Flüs-
sigkeitsströmungskanäle (716) aufweist, welche mit einer gemeinsamen zweiten Flüssigkeitskammer in Verbin-
dung sind, und einen zweiten Zuführkanal (721) zum Zuführen von Flüssigkeit zu der zweiten Flüssigkeitskammer,

wobei jedes Vorrichtungssubstrat eine Vielzahl von zweiten Flüssigkeitsströmungskanälen (716) aufweist,
wobei der zweite Zuführkanal (721) eine Rohrform aufweist und über der Vielzahl von Vorrichtungssubstraten

angeordnet ist, und
wobei der zweite Zuführkanal (721) betreibbar ist, auszustoßende Flüssigkeit den zweiten Flüssigkeitsströ-

mungskanälen (716) von jedem der Vorrichtungssubstrate zuzuführen.

16. Flüssigkeitsausstoßkopf gemäß Anspruch 2, wobei der Flüssigkeitsausstoßkopf eine Vielzahl der zweiten Flüs-
sigkeitsströmungskanäle (716) aufweist, welche mit einer gemeinsamen zweiten Flüssigkeitskammer in Verbin-
dung sind, und einen zweiten Zuführkanal (721) zum Zuführen von Flüssigkeit zu der zweiten Flüssigkeitskammer,

wobei der zweite Flüssigkeitsströmungskanal (716) in der Position des freien Endes des beweglichen Ele-
ments (730) endet, entgegengesetzt zu der Seite, auf welcher der zweite Strömungskanal mit dem zweiten Zu-
führkanal (721) in Verbindung ist.

17. Flüssigkeitsausstoßkopf gemäß Anspruch 3, wobei der zweite Flüssigkeitsströmungskanal (716) in der Position
eines unteren Abschnitts des beweglichen Elements (730) endet, entgegengesetzt zu der Seite, auf welcher der
zweite Flüssigkeitsströmungskanal (716) mit dem zweiten Zuführkanal (721) in Verbindung ist.

18. Verfahren zur Wiederherstellung des Flüssigkeitsausstoßkopfs gemäß Anspruch 15, das die Schritte aufweist:

- Zuführen einer Flüssigkeit zu dem zweiten Zuführkanal (721), während beide Enden des ersten Zuführkanals
(720) verschlossen sind,

- Anlegen von Druck an den zweiten Zuführkanal (721) von dessen beiden Enden, während beide Enden des
ersten Zuführkanals (720) verschlossen sind,

- Zuführen einer Flüssigkeit zu dem ersten Zuführkanal (720), während beide Enden des zweiten Zuführkanals
(721) verschlossen sind, und

- Anlegen von Druck an den ersten Zuführkanal (720) von dessen beiden Enden, während beide der Enden
des zweiten Zuführkanals (721) verschlossen sind, wodurch die Wiederherstellungsoperationen für den ersten
Zuführkanal und den zweiten Zuführkanal ausgeführt werden.

19. Flüssigkeitsausstoßvorrichtung, die aufweist:

- einen Flüssigkeitsausstoßkopf gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 17 und
- eine Ansteuersignal-Zuführvorrichtung zum Zuführen eines Ansteuersignals zum Ausstoßen einer Flüssigkeit

aus dem Flüssigkeitsausstoßkopf.

20. Flüssigkeitsausstoßvorrichtung, die aufweist:

- einen Flüssigkeitsausstoßkopf gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 17 und
- eine Aufzeichnungsmedium-Transportvorrichtung zum Transportieren eines Aufzeichnungsmediums, auf wel-

ches eine Flüssigkeit aus dem Flüssigkeitsausstoßkopf ausgestoßen wird.

21. Flüssigkeitsausstoßvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 19 oder 20, wobei im Anwendungsfall die Aufzeichnung durch
Ausstoßen von Tinte aus dem Flüssigkeitsausstoßkopf und das Auftragen der Tinte auf einem Aufzeichnungsblatt
ausgeführt wird.

22. Flüssigkeitsausstoßvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 19 oder 20, wobei im Anwendungsfall die Aufzeichnung durch
Ausstoßen von Tinte aus dem Flüssigkeitsausstoßkopf und das Auftragen der Tinte auf einem Gewebe ausgeführt
wird.

23. Flüssigkeitsausstoßvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 19 oder 20, wobei im Anwendungsfall die Aufzeichnung durch
Ausstoßen von Tinte aus dem Flüssigkeitsausstoßkopf und das Auftragen der Tinte auf einem Kunststoffmaterial
ausgeführt wird.

24. Flüssigkeitsausstoßvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 19 oder 20, wobei im Anwendungsfall die Aufzeichnung durch
Ausstoßen von Tinte aus dem Flüssigkeitsausstoßkopf und das Auftragen der Tinte auf Metall ausgeführt wird.
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25. Flüssigkeitsausstoßvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 19 oder 20, wobei im Anwendungsfall die Aufzeichnung durch
Ausstoßen von Tinte aus dem Flüssigkeitsausstoßkopf und das Auftragen der Tinte auf Holz ausgeführt wird.

26. Flüssigkeitsausstoßvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 19 oder 20, wobei im Anwendungsfall die Aufzeichnung durch
Ausstoßen von Tinte aus dem Flüssigkeitsausstoßkopf und das Auftragen der Tinte auf einem Ledermaterial aus-
geführt wird.

27. Flüssigkeitsausstoßvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 19 oder 20, wobei im Anwendungsfall die Farbaufzeichnung
durch Ausstoßen einer Vielzahl von Farbflüssigkeiten aus dem Flüssigkeitsausstoßkopf und durch Auftragen der
Vielzahl von Farbflüssigkeiten auf einem Aufzeichnungsblatt ausgeführt wird.

28. Flüssigkeitsausstoßvorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 19 oder 20, wobei eine Vielzahl von Ausstoßöffnungen ange-
ordnet ist, einen gesamten verfügbaren Aufzeichnungsbereich auf einem Aufzeichnungsmedium abzudecken.

Revendications

1. Tête à décharge de liquide comportant :

une pluralité de premiers trajets (714) d'écoulement de liquide communiquant chacun avec une ouverture de
décharge respective (718) pour décharger un liquide ;
au moins un second trajet (716) d'écoulement de liquide associé à une pluralité de régions (711) de génération
de bulles dans lesquelles, lors de l'utilisation, deux bulles sont générées dans le liquide par chauffage du
liquide ; et
une pluralité d'éléments mobiles (731) placés chacun entre l'un, respectif, desdits premiers trajets (714)
d'écoulement de liquide et, l'une correspondante, desdites régions (711) de génération de bulles, chacun
desdits éléments mobiles (731) pouvant être actionné de façon à se déplacer vers le premier trajet respectif
(714) d'écoulement de liquide en réponse à une pression exercée par la génération d'une bulle dans ladite
région correspondante (711) de génération de bulles afin de diriger la pression vers ladite ouverture de dé-
charge respective (718),

dans laquelle ladite pluralité de premiers trajets (714) d'écoulement de liquide communique avec une cham-
bre commune (715) à liquide, et la tête à décharge d'encre comporte en outre un premier trajet (720) d'alimentation
pour amener le liquide à la chambre (715) à liquide par l'intermédiaire d'une pluralité de premiers orifices (720a)
d'alimentation.

2. Tête à décharge de liquide selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle l'élément mobile (731) comporte une extrémité
libre du côté de ladite ouverture (718) de décharge, l'extrémité libre pouvant être actionnée de façon à se déplacer
vers ledit premier trajet (714) de liquide en réponse à ladite pression exercée par la génération d'une bulle dans
la région (711) de génération de bulles afin de diriger la pression vers l'ouverture de décharge (718).

3. Tête à décharge de liquide selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans laquelle ladite tête à décharge de liquide comporte
une pluralité desdits seconds trajets (716) d'écoulement de liquide, dans laquelle la pluralité de seconds trajets
(716) d'écoulement de liquide communique avec une seconde chambre commune (717) à liquide, et dans laquelle
la tête à décharge d'encre comporte en outre un second trajet (721) d'alimentation pour amener ledit liquide à la
seconde chambre (717) à liquide.

4. Tête à décharge de liquide selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans laquelle un élément
(702) de génération de chaleur destiné à générer de la chaleur est associé à chaque région (711) de génération
de bulles dudit, au moins un, second trajet (716) d'écoulement de liquide.

5. Tête à décharge de liquide selon la revendication 4, dans laquelle ledit élément (702) de génération de chaleur
est situé dans un substrat (701) de dispositifs.

6. Tête à décharge de liquide selon la revendication 5, dans laquelle un élément de support (770) destiné à supporter
ledit substrat (701) de dispositifs est prévu.

7. Tête à décharge de liquide selon la revendication 6, dans laquelle le coefficient de dilatation thermique d'un élément
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destiné à former ledit premier trajet (720) d'alimentation est pratiquement égal au coefficient de dilatation thermique
dudit élément de support (770).

8. Tête à décharge de liquide selon la revendication 6 ou 7, dans laquelle ledit élément (770) de support est composé
d'aluminium.

9. Tête à décharge de liquide selon l'une quelconque des revendications 6 à 8, dans laquelle une pluralité desdits
substrats de dispositifs est prévue sur ledit élément de support (770), et une paroi séparée (730) ayant lesdits
éléments mobiles (731) s'étend au-dessus de ladite pluralité de substrats de dispositifs.

10. Tête à décharge de liquide selon l'une quelconque des revendications 6 à 8, dans laquelle une pluralité desdits
substrats de dispositifs est prévue sur ledit élément de support (770), et une pluralité de parois (730) est prévue,
chacune de la pluralité de parois comportant au moins l'un desdits éléments mobiles (731).

11. Tête à décharge de liquide selon la revendication 3, dans laquelle ledit premier trajet (720) d'alimentation et ledit
second trajet (721) d'alimentation sont formés séparément dans un élément d'une seule pièce.

12. Tête à décharge de liquide selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans laquelle un élément
destiné à former ledit premier trajet (720) d'alimentation est réalisé en acier inoxydable.

13. Tête à décharge de liquide selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans laquelle ladite première
chambre (715) à liquide présente deux extrémités et la pluralité de premiers orifices d'alimentation (720a) com-
munique avec ladite première chambre à liquide au voisinage des deux extrémités de ladite première chambre
(715) à liquide.

14. Tête à décharge de liquide selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle ladite tête à décharge de liquide comporte une
pluralité de substrats de dispositifs ayant chacun plusieurs premiers trajets (714) d'écoulement de liquide,

dans laquelle ledit premier trajet (720) d'alimentation présente la forme d'un conduit et est prévu sur ladite
pluralité desdits substrats de dispositifs, et

dans laquelle ledit premier trajet (720) d'alimentation peut être actionné de façon à amener du liquide devant
être déchargé auxdits premiers trajets (714) d'écoulement de liquide de chacun desdits substrats de dispositifs.

15. Tête à décharge de liquide selon la revendication 14, dans laquelle ladite tête à décharge de liquide comporte une
pluralité desdits seconds trajets (716) d'écoulement de liquide, qui communiquent avec une seconde chambre
commune à liquide, et un second trajet (721) d'alimentation destiné à amener du liquide à la seconde chambre à
liquide,

dans laquelle chaque substrat de dispositifs comporte plusieurs seconds trajets (716) d'écoulement de liqui-
de,

dans laquelle ledit second trajet (721) d'alimentation présente la forme d'un conduit et est prévu au-dessus
de ladite pluralité de substrats de dispositifs, et

dans laquelle ledit second trajet (721) d'alimentation peut être actionné pour amener du liquide devant être
déchargé auxdits seconds trajets (716) d'écoulement de liquide de chacun desdits substrats de dispositifs.

16. Tête à décharge de liquide selon la revendication 2, dans laquelle ladite tête à décharge de liquide comporte une
pluralité desdits seconds trajets (716) d'écoulement de liquide, qui communiquent avec une seconde chambre
commune à liquide, et un second trajet (721) d'alimentation pour amener du liquide à la seconde chambre à liquide,

dans laquelle ledit second trajet (716) d'écoulement de liquide se termine à l'emplacement de ladite extrémité
libre dudit élément mobile (730), opposé au côté sur lequel ledit second trajet d'écoulement communique avec
ledit second trajet (721) d'alimentation.

17. Tête à décharge de liquide selon la revendication 3, dans laquelle ledit second trajet (716) d'écoulement de liquide
se termine à l'emplacement d'une partie inférieure dudit élément mobile (730), opposé au côté sur lequel ledit
second trajet (716) d'écoulement de liquide communique avec ledit second trajet (721) d'alimentation.

18. Procédé pour restaurer la tête à décharge de liquide selon la revendication 15, comprenant les étapes qui
consistent :

à amener un liquide audit second trajet (721) d'alimentation tandis que les deux extrémités dudit premier trajet
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(720) d'alimentation sont fermées ;
à appliquer une pression audit second trajet (721) d'alimentation à partir de ses deux extrémités tandis que
lesdites deux extrémités dudit premier trajet (720) d'alimentation sont fermées ;
à amener un liquide audit premier trajet (720) d'alimentation tandis que les deux extrémités dudit second trajet
(721) d'alimentation sont fermées ; et
à appliquer une pression audit premier trajet (720) d'alimentation à partir de ses deux extrémités tandis que
les deux extrémités dudit second trajet (721) d'alimentation sont fermées, grâce à quoi des restaurations pour
ledit premier trajet d'alimentation et ledit second trajet d'alimentation sont réalisées.

19. Appareil à décharge de liquide comportant :

une tête à décharge de liquide selon l'une quelconque des revendications à 1 à 17 ; et un moyen de fourniture
de signal d'attaque destiné à fournir un signal d'attaque pour décharger un liquide depuis ladite tête à décharge
de liquide.

20. Appareil à décharge de liquide comportant :

une tête à décharge de liquide selon l'une quelconque des revendications à 1 à 17 ; et
un moyen de transfert de support d'enregistrement destiné à transférer un support d'enregistrement sur lequel
un liquide est déchargé de ladite tête à décharge de liquide.

21. Appareil à décharge de liquide selon la revendication 19 ou 20, dans lequel, lors de l'utilisation, un enregistrement
est réalisé par décharge d'encre depuis ladite tête à décharge de liquide et atterrissage de ladite encre sur une
feuille d'enregistrement.

22. Appareil à décharge de liquide selon la revendication 19 ou 20, dans lequel, lors de l'utilisation, un enregistrement
est réalisé par décharge d'encre depuis ladite tête à décharge de liquide et atterrissage de ladite encre sur une
étoffe.

23. Appareil à décharge de liquide selon la revendication 19 ou 20, dans lequel, lors de l'utilisation, un enregistrement
est réalisé par décharge d'encre depuis ladite tête à décharge de liquide et atterrissage de ladite encre sur une
matière plastique.

24. Appareil à décharge de liquide selon la revendication 19 ou 20, dans lequel, lors de l'utilisation, un enregistrement
est réalisé par décharge d'encre depuis ladite tête à décharge de liquide et atterrissage de ladite encre sur du métal.

25. Appareil à décharge de liquide selon la revendication 19 ou 20, dans lequel, lors de l'utilisation, un enregistrement
est réalisé par décharge d'encre depuis ladite tête à décharge de liquide et atterrissage de ladite encre sur du bois.

26. Appareil à décharge de liquide selon la revendication 19 ou 20, dans lequel, lors de l'utilisation, un enregistrement
est réalisé par décharge d'encre depuis ladite tête à décharge de liquide et atterrissage de ladite encre sur du cuir.

27. Appareil à décharge de liquide selon la revendication 19 ou 20, dans lequel, lors de l'utilisation, un enregistrement
en couleurs est réalisé par décharge de plusieurs liquides de couleurs depuis ladite tête à décharge de liquide et
par l'atterrissage de ladite pluralité de liquides en couleurs sur un support d'enregistrement.

28. Appareil à décharge de liquide selon la revendication 19 ou 20, dans lequel plusieurs ouvertures de décharge sont
agencées de façon à couvrir la totalité d'une région d'enregistrement effective sur un support d'enregistrement.
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